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Meßplatz On-line Gammaspektroskopie zur Schutzgasüberwachung
an der KNK 11
Zusammenfassung
Zur Schutzgasüberwachung in der KNK 11 1 ) wurde ein automati-
siertes Gammaspektrometer entwickelt, das anhand der gemessenen
Gammaspektren folgende Aussagen über Hüllrohrschäden ermöglichen
soll: Art, Größe, zeitliche Änderung und weiterer Verlauf des
Schadens. Im vorliegenden Bericht wird ,die Hardware Und Soft-
ware erläutert. Außerdem wurde eine Betriebsanleitung für den
Meßplatz erstellt, die es erlaubt, den Meßplatz ohne nähere
Ke~ntnis der Manuals für die einzelnen Hardware-Komponenten
zu betreiben.
Abstract
An automated gamma spectrometer was developed for cover gas
monitoring at KNK II1~which, by the gamma spectra measured,
is to allow the following statements to be made on fuel cladding
failure: type, size, variation with time and subsequent develop-
ment of the failure. In this report the hardware and software
will be explained. Besides, an instruction manual was written
for the measuring station, which allows to operate it without
detailedknowledge of themanuals for the individual hardware
components.
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An automated, computer controlled measuring system for
recording and;' evaluation of gamma spectra was developed
which allows experiments to be made on the detection of
gamma emitters in the KNK 11 cover gas. At a bypass of the
cover gas pipe the distribution of the gamma energies of
gaseous and volatile nuclides in argon is measured by a
Ge-detector system and.the integral gamma flow is determined
by a precipitator. In the most adverse case, i.e. in the
event of major damage occurring, change's in activity concentra-
tions by 7 orders of magnitude are expected. To obtain still
satisfactory gamma spectra after such considerable changes
of activity concentration, a variable detector geometry must
be used. These considerations led to the construction of a
collimator L-1_/ positioned by. the computer as a function of
the precipitator counting rate. Moreover, the computer defines
the measuring and sequence of measurement times for the multi-
channel analyzer in accordance with the precipitator counting
rate and the reactor power. The gamma spectra so recorded are
evaluated on-line, written outen a "Teletype" and stored on an
IBM-compatible g-track tape.
2. Measurement Task
By detection of about 8 significant gaseous fission nuclides .
in the cover gas the following primary information can be
obtained:
a) types of nuclide present,
b) concentration of nuclides present,
c) variation with the time of the spectrum. The existing
concentrationsmay undergo the following variations
- by the same factors,
- by dissimilar factors, or
- additional nuclides might appear.
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After insertion of free fuel test surfaces in KNK II and after
r~levant ~xperience has been obtained, it is intended to extend
the program s'o that the following secondary information might
be obtained on the basis of cri teria stored in the computer:
d) type and size of the failure,
e) variation with time of the failure,
f) prediction about the subsequent development of the failure
(predictionof damagedevelopment).
3. ~ayout and Function of the Measuring Station
A Ge-detector and a preci~itator are installed at a bypass
of the cover gas pipe. The signal furnished by the Ge-detector
is fed into the multichannel analyzer (MCA) via a preamplifier
anda'rnain amplifier. The gamma spectrum recorded in the MCA is
written both on ag-track tape and into the computer, where
it is evaluated, and printed out on the teletype. Then the
computer causes the spectrurn to be displayed on the x-y
plotter. The pulse rateof the precipitator is monitored by
the computer~ Depending on whether limit values are attained,
the computer controls the collimator interface via the device
actuator and the collimator via the collimator control to make
them move into a.position corresponding to the pulse rate. The
respective collimator position and operating and/or alarm
conditions, respectively, of the collimator are indicated on
the indicator panel of the collimator interface. The total
process of measurement is controlled via the ONGAM program
written in CLASS1). The·measurement print out and the dialog
ex~mple in annex C is written in German because these must be
legible for German reactor operators.
1) Canberra's ~aboratory Automation Software ~ystem
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3.1 Hardware
A general.view of the hardware structure is given in Fig. 1.
The individual components of the measuring station are treated
here. only to the extent they are developments of our own or
are equipment from outside modified by us, whilst in all other
cases reference is made to the respective equipment manuals
L-2 to 10~7.
3.1.1 Collimator
The collimato~ is used to reduce the y-intensity at the detector.
Via two motors the following operations can be performed:
,
1st ~he cryostat with the detectör can be moved away from the
cover gas ~ipe about 20 cm.
2nd A lead attenuator can be elevated between the covergas
pipe and detector for additional screening. The lead
atternator contains two bore holes with different diameters.
~he three possible positions of the collimator are shown in Fig. 2.
The interlocking of thetwo collimator motors is ·Ohecked twice
as weIl as in the collimatorinterface as in the collimator con-
trol to prevent damaging of the detector.
3.1.2 Collimator Interface
a) Layout
The collimator interface has been designed as an NIM-plug-in
unit L-11_1. The front side is equipped with a rotary switch
with four switching positions: for starting by hand the three
collimator positions, and onecomputer position. A green and
a red signal lamp for each collimator position has been pro-
vided, which indicate the following conditions:
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Collimator in position m (m = 1,2,3);
green mon.
Collimator~movesfromm to n (n = 1,2,3);
rad m on, green n flashes until position n is reached.
As soon as the position n is reached, red goes off and green
goes on permanentlY.
b) Function
The computer transmits via the two relay outputs of the device
actuator the following signals to the collimator interface:
00 Interface reset.
10 Collimator to position 1-
01 Collimator to position 2.
11 Collimator to position 3.
These signals are converted by the interface into moving in-
structions for the two collimator motors while the respective
interlockings get effective. When the, collimator has reached
the requested position, a READY message is given from the inter-,
. '
face to the computer.
3.1.3 Collimator Control
By the collimator control .the moving instructions from the
interface are checked once more for correctness of their
"cryostat-attenuator" locking and the respective motors are
connected or, disconnected, respectively. I f a motor protection,
gets actuated or a limi:t: switch is exceeded, a disturbance message
'is given tothe collimator interface. The two driving motors can
also be operated manually by push buttons. Circuit diagrams are
shown in Figs. 3 to 6.
3.1.4 Device Actuator
The device actuator operates by the following operation codes
on address 81 L-s_7.
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Opcode 2: output 1 and output 2 off.
Opcode 8: output 1 on.
Opcode 9: o~tput 2 on.
The "Jumper,T" was set to BUSSY 2.
In the following paragraph the positions are listed for the
programming switches which are on whilst all other switch
positions are off.
Switch S 1 : pos. 1 and pos. 8.
Switch S2: pos. 1 , pos. 4 and pos. 8.
Switch S3: pos. 1 , pos. 2 and pos. 3.
Switch S4: pos. 1 , pos. 4 and pos. 7.
Switch 85: pos. 1 , pos. 3, pos. 5 and pos. 8.
8witch 86: pos. 1 , pos. 5 and pos. 7.
3. 1 .5 Plotter Interface.
a) Layout
The plotter interface has been designed as an NIM plug-in unit.
The following switches are on the front side:
rotary switch for 2 calibration positions (zero point and
5V full scale deflection) and 1 measuring position;
reversing switch for manual or computer operation;
button for chard drive of plotter;
program stop switch with indication.
Diagrams see Figs. 7 to 9.
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b) Function
The plotter interface is controlled via a voltage (SV DC) of
the MCA (plu~ J 112, pin 9).
If the MCA is set in the plot mode by the computer, the voltage
decreases to zero during the output. In the plotter interface
this change in voltage is interpreted as follows:
Voltage decreases to zero for the first time: chart drive
on.
Voltage on again: chart drive stops.
'Switching-on is done via the computer by interruption of
the plot mode of the MCA in case the paper has sufficiently
advanced, i.e. the previous spectrum plot has been fully
wound up.
Voltage returns to zero for the second time:
lower the pen, write the spectrum. As soon as the last
channel has been output, t~e MCA turns onagain SV.
Voltage on again: lift up pen, disconnect the plotter input
from the MCA and short-circuit its input terminal. The
plotter interface has again reached its initial position.
Independent of the chart feeding or plotting the position'
of the plotter interface is monitored by the computer via
"Exteinal Interrupt" in the Datanim interface. The process
of control is represented in Fig. 10.
3.2 Software
The ONGAM program runs as a user program under the CIMSES 1 )
L-12_7 and CLASS L-13,14_7 programs. To run ONGAM the realtime
clock in CLASS was modified such that access to the clock is
possible in the 0.1 second mesh and not only in the minute mesh
as in the original version. Due to this measure the time state-
ments undergo variations L-13, see 7.4_1 •
1) Canberra !ndustry Mass Storage Executive gystem
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a) Time setting $STIME (HH, MM, ZZZ)
b) Wait' until time has been reached $WTIME (HH, MM, ZZZ).




ZZZ= tenth of a second
Contrary to the original version of CLASS the date is no
longer contained in the $TIME function; it is taken over by
the DATKOR subroutine in ONGAM.
3.2.1 Program Structure and Flow of ONGAM
Since CLASS does not allow to program interrupts and, on the
other hand, the program flow depends on outsi~e events (reactor
power RL and precipitator counting rate PCPS) - RL and PCPS are
measured by the RLCPS subroutine {A30, B18)1)at predetermined
dates - the4K-memory of the multichannel analyzer is operated
in a 2K mode so that no measuring values get lost. This means
that spectra are collected for evaluation in the first memory
half (2K) of the MCA. During evaluation and printing, respec-
tively, measurement is started in the second half of MCA.
Then RL and peps each are tested. In case significant changes are
found, the spectrum of the second MCA half is read on tape for sub-
sequent evaluation by means of DERAN L-15_7. If no change is found,
the MCA is erased and possibly restarted.
A survey of the structure ahd flow of ONGAM (A1, B1) has been
represented in Fig. 11. ONGAM calls the starting dialog programs
for setting program control variables and then starts the STEUER
control program (A8, B3) which, essentially,. calls 6 different
program flows as a function of the flags set in the subroutines.
After terminationor interruption of these program flows the
control is returned to STEUER.
1) A = Annex A, B = Annex B
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a) Cyclic Measurement
The NORMES subroutine (A9, B4) controls the sequenCe of
the cyclic measurement by calling further subroutines.
".r, •
After NORMES has started, the starting date for the next
spectrum is calculated then the collimator is moved in a
position as a func~ion of the precipitator counting rate
and the multichannel analyzer is started. While the spectrum
is collected RL andPCPS are continuously measured and
compared to reference values. Depending on the results of
this comparison it is decided whether the measurement is to
be contin~ed or interrupted. After termination of the measure-
ment the spectrum is ,read out both on tape (data .organization
see Fig. 12) and, into the computer and the secondMCA half is
started for measurement. By means of the AUSWER subroutine
(A18, B13) the spectrum is evaluated and then the subroutines
PEAVER (spectrum comparisoh; A22), MESPRO (measurement print-
out; A24), PLOT (display on x-y-plotter; A35, B23), and NOMORG
(filing of spectrum data on the NORM1 to NORM10 files; A36)
are started.
b) Special M~asurement
If comparison of RL andPCPS with the respective reference
values yields an intolerably great deviation, a special
measurement is started. The additional measurementis
controlled py the SONDER subroutine (A10, B5) and corresponds
to the normal measurement except for the following additional
measures required:
- Determination of new reference values of RL and PCPS
prior to starting the measurements.
- Filing the results of evaluation in the LANG1 to LANG25
data files.
c) Decay Measurements
If the reactor power falls below a predeterminedlimit
value, the ABKLI (A12, B7) subroutine is started. Until
24 hours after a scram aseries of 12 spectra are started
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with different durations of measurement and pauses. All
spectra collected are first storedby the MCLES (A33, B21)
sUbroutine on the SP1 to SP12 cassette files without
.processing and written on tape at the same time. After the
9th decay measurementhas been terminated, a sufficiently
long measurement pause is available so that the spectra
stored on the files SP1 to SP9 can be processed. The
evaluation is made by the AUSWAB (A20,B14) subroutine,
followed by the PEAVER, MESPRO and PLOT subroutines. After
the 12th decay measurement the ABSCH (A13, B8) wait loop
is started via STEUER. If during the decay measurement the
reactor power exceeds the limit value Q(61), ABKLI is
interrupted and a special measurement is started.
d) Calibration Measurement
At the end of a predeterminable number of days or if an
intolerably great "channel drift" of the MCA is found in
spectra evaluation, a calibration measurement is started.
The EICHEN (A11, B6) subroutine controls the sequence of
the quadratic energy calibration. First the collimator is
brought into the calibration position. (maximum shielding
of the measurement section + calibration nuclides), then
the MCA is started and after termination of the measurement
by the FENAUS (A25, B15) subroutine the windows are read
out, which have been set in the MCA for the calibration
peaks, and, moreover, the complete spectrum is written on
tape.Subsequently, the EIKOF (calculation of calibration
coefficient; A26, B16), EIPRO (printout r A28) and PLOT
subroutines are started and, moreover, the result of calibra-
tion is stored on the EICH~ file. In the course of calibration
RL and PCPS are monitored as in every routine and EICHEN is
possibly interrupted while SONDER orABKLI is started.
e) Measurement Pause
The MEPAUS (b15, B10) subroutine is a wait loop until the.
next starting time for the following cyclic measurement has
been reached or an interruption occurs, respectively, due
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to outside events (RL or PCPS). During the measurement pauses
the measured results of RL and PCPS are printed on~he teletype'
at pradeterminable intervals of time.
f) Evaluations Performed at a Later Stage
If the NORMES or SONDER rout.ines are precociously discontinued,
the measured results are temporarily filed on the ALAR1 to
ALAR5 alarm files.
Before activation of th~ MEPAUS routine it is verified whether
measured ,results still to be logged are left. in the alarm
file, and if so, the ALBEA (alarm file processing; A16, B11)
subroutine is started. In case non-evaluated spectra (due to
the interruption of ABKLI) are still contained in the Sp1 to
Sp12 files, ,ABNACH (decay measurement evaluation performed at
a later stage; A17, B12) is started and only after that MEPAUS
is started.
3.2.2 Description of Subroutines
For lack of space in the computer all the routines have been
written without comment$ so that an additional description has
to be given for some routines. Annex A contains the listings of
all routines.
3.2.2.1 AUSWER Subroutine
Aus~mR (A18, B13) serves to evaluate gamma spectra recorded
and calculates by means of the algorithm used in DEPAN the
following characteristic data:
a) Precise Channel Position
Contrary to DERAN, no peak search run is used, but the channel
with the maximum content is searched for predeterminable
channel addresses and window widths in this window. If the
channel address drives from the precise position of the
channel by a predeterminable number of channels, a calibration
measurement is initiated after the spectrum has been printout.
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The precise channel position R is calculated by tne equations (1)
f I > I 'or K+1 K~1
( 1)
K = channel address with maximum pulse number
IK,= counts in the, channel K
b) Calculation of the Peak ,Limits
In the loops at label "rechts" a:r:J.d label "links" (see listing)
the high and low limits of the peak are determined.
NR = number of channels on the high side of channel K
NL = number of channels on the· low side of the channel K
c) Calculation of the Haif-Value HV




2 I K + I NL + 0.9,· I NL
4
I K = counts in the maximum
I NL= counts at the low side
limit
I·= counts at the high side'·, limitNR
d) Full Width at Half Maximum HWB
NDEB = number of channels above the half value of the photo Peak
b = calibration factor (see Eq. 8)
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e) Background UNT
N = NNR +~ NNL - 1P
UNT =~ (INL + I NR)2 for I NL > I NR ( 3)
UNT = o. 95 •Np· I NL for I NL < I NR-
Np = number of channels contributing to the peak
f) Peak:Content
g) Relative Error




DPK = 2·lIp:tUNT+ Np
(4)
h) Determination of the Activity Concentration
10
I ·3i7·10AK - ---t;;;.p-'- _
e: (E) ·n.a.(E) ·V·t





= relative detector response probability




- 3-L cm _/ = pipe volurne seen by the detector .
= counting time
The values described above are then wri tten into the array ROI1
for subsequent reco~ding.Readout andevaluation of the spectrum
from the'MCA are made in two stepsof 1Keach for reasons of
lirnitedspace in the computer memory:
- 1. Step
Read 1. K into the J.ocations SPEC (1) to SPEC (1024.) and evaluate
until SPEC(1010); then SPEC(995) to SPEC(1024) are moved
towards SPEC(1) to SPEC(30).
- 2. Step
Read 2.K ~nto the locations SPEC(31) toSPEC(1054.)and evaluate
it from SPEC(1) to SPEC(1054)
3.2.2.2 AUSWAB Subroutine
AUSWAB (A20, B14) is equally used for spectrurn evaluation
although only for decay measurements. The mode of operation
is the same as for AUSWER except for the fact that the spectra
are not read into the computer from the MCA but from the cassette.
3.2.2.3 EIKOF Subrouti'ne
By means of EIKOF (A26, B16) the coefficients are calculated
of the quadratic energy calibration and the channel addresses
are determined for the peaks to be evaluated.
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In case of quadratic dependence of the energyE of a peak~on
the channel position R, the following relation holds
( 6 )
To determine a, band c, the 3 ca libration peaks will be
read out from the MCA by means of the FENAUS subroutine and
evaluated with regard to the precise channel position, Eg. (1}
The following relations hold for the 3 calibration factors
a, b, and c
a =
b =
E -E -a (R 2_ R 2)







c = E - a R 2 - b R
111
( 9 )
R1 , R2 , R3
= precise channel position of the 3 calibration
peaks i
E1 , E2 , E3
L-kev_7 = energy of the 3 calibration peaks
The channel address is calculated by resolution of Eq. 6
for Ri the integer part öf R gives the channel address.
3.2.2.4 Auxiliary Programs




INIT is an initializing program for the .subroutines
used in ONGAM such that they have to be called only
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by their names without g1v1ng the unit number where
they have been filed. This effects anautomatic
"RUN and DELETE" of these routines.
b) REX<mSS (A44)
Call: $U(3); RUN REMESS
REMESS loads the arrays Q, ROI1 and ROI2 with the datas
on the.DATFIL; SAFIL1 and SAFIL2;data files.
c) 'STORE (A44)
Call: $U(~); RUN STORE
Wri tes the contents of the arrays Q, ROI1 and ROI2 on the
DATFIL, SAFIL1 anq. SAFIL2 files.
d) AUSGAB (A5)
Call: ~U(3); RUN AUSGAB
·By means of AUSGAB all data arrays managea in the computer
can be written fully or partlyon teletype with any step
width. AUSGAB provides a respective starting dialog.
e) SORT (A48)
Call: $U(1); RUN SORT
Sorts the subroutines on uni t 3 byan optimum proccessing
sequence.
f) FILTES (A49)
Call: $U(1); RUN FILTES
Testprogram for the data files on unit 2; tests new
cassettes for correct writing and reading functions for
all data·files.
3.2.3 Data Organization
The arrays subsequently marked x are not present permanently in
the computer; they are generated upon request and loaded from
cassette and erased, after use.








contains controlling variables for the
program sequence as weIl as measuring
values (Fig. 12).
contains results of spectrum evaluation
(Fig.· 13).
similar to ROI1 for comparison of spectra;
contains results of the N-1 evaluation
(Fig. 13).
contains ll:'esults of the calibration measurernent
(Fig. 14).
array for recording a 1K-spectrum; it
is used 'in normal and special measurements
(Fig. 15).
arrays for recording a 1K-spectrum and of
measured values; if it is used in the decay
measurement (Fig. 16).
b) The following data files exist on the cassettes:
ba) Unit 3
DATFIL (100) for recording the array Q
SAFIL.1 (300) for recording the array ROI1
SAFIL2 (300) for recording the array ROI2
EICH~ ..( 200) for recording the array EICH
'SP1 -SP8 (1090) for recording the array SPEK
ALAR1 to ALAR5 (300) for recording the array ROI1
bb) Unit 2
NORM1 to NORM10(300) for recording ROI1.
The results of standard measurements are stored on these
10 data files, beginning with NORM1 to NORM10 and then
again with NORM1, so that the results of thelast;.
ten measurements are available.
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LANG 1 to LANG25(300) likewise serve for recording ROI1,
although here only special measurements are filed. In
addition, the normal measurements can be filed at pre-
. determinable intervals (days). This file was set up for
a long-term retrospection still to be programmed.
SP9 - SP12(1090) for recording the array SPEK.
c)· 9-Track Tape
Before a spectrum is wr~tten from the MCA on the 9-track
tape, additional values are written into the channels
1-18 of the MCA by the computer (Fig. 17).
4. Operating Instruction
To operate the hardware of themeasuring station reference
is made to respective manuals; in this context, only the most
significant items will be summarized.
4.1 Preparations for Startup
a) Starting CIMSES L-12_7 and CLASS L-13_7
b) Multichannel Analyzer L-2_7
Set 3 windows for the calibration peaks.
Set cursor in one of the windows.
Switch off all functions in the pushbottom field.
Preset COUNT off.
Preset TIME to LIVE and 00.
FUNCTION to PHA.
I/o DEVICE to REMOTE.
c) DATANIM Computer Interface L-14_7
Switch to CLEAR, then to ONLINE.
Check whether the "Manual" lamps are extinguished





TIME Switch off for both channels.








g) , Tape- Controller' L-8_1
Set tagword to number of the following spectrum -1.
Switch to tagword increment.
Automatie EOF off.
Possibly clear "Error Lamp".
h) Pertee Tape L 9_1
To Online.
4.2 Starting ONGAM
Before execution of the instructions a to c and after each
RETURN the symbol * must be awaited which means that the CLASS
Keyboard Processor is ready for accepting instructions.
a) Initializing the Subroutines
$U(3); RUN INIT)
Duration about 15 minutes
b) Installation of Arrays
DIMENS Q (100) )
DIMENS ROI1 (300) )
DIMENS ROI2(300) )
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c) Loading the arrays Q, ROI1 and ROI2 from the Casette
$U(3); RUN REMESS )
d) ONGAM)
The ONGAM routine is loaded from the cassette and starts
with the starting dialog; see Annexex C1 to CS.
4.3 Loading of DUMMY Programs
In case of failure of hardware components part of the measuring
station can continue operation; howeve~, it is necessary in this
case to load the respective DUMMY programs. This is done before
execution of 4.2 d) in the following way:
a) 9-Track Tape Defective
DELETE TAPE, MCLES, ABKLI J
$U (2); DECLARE TAPE, MCLES, ABKLI J
b) Collimator Defective
DELETE FAHR J
$U (2); DECLARE FAHR J
c) x-y-Plotter Defective
DELETE PLOT J
$U (2); DECLARE PLOT ;
4.4 Stop and Restart
By means of the CTRL P keys the running program can be stopped
at any time by teletype. This measure brings about an immediate
interruption and the control is transferred to the CLASS Keyboard
Processor which gives a '* signal.
Since under this method no program data can besaved and the
date of stop is a random date, the program cannot be continued
at the point of interruption, which means that ONGAM must be
restarted; see 4.2 d).
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By meansöf the "program stop" switch in the plotter inter-
face the running program can be stopped at some predetermined
PQints while saving some important data so that a defined
restart is po'ssible.lf the program stop switch is set, the
follbwing printout is displayed on the teletype after the
given point of interruption has'been reached:
*** HHMMZZZ,~ STOP-NAME
*
NAME = name of interrupted subroutine
. '"
HHMMZZZ.~ = date of interruption according to 3.2 c)
Th~ asterisk in the'2nd line indicates that the CLASS Keyboard
Processor is ready to accept new instructions. Restarting is
done by RESTART ')
The RESTART routine (A7, B2) is loaded and starts with a short
dialog. Now it is possible to call the start dialog programs or
to restart immediately the interrupted program.The CHECK 1 con-
tained in the dialog refers to items 4.2.1 to 4.2.7.
4.5 Starting an Extraordinary Calibration Measurement
~o start an extraordinary calibration measurement, the following
procedure is recommended:
Stop the program by means of the program stop switch (most
suitably during measurement pause) and wait for the READY
message of the CLASS Keyboard Processor.
Then do:
Q(41) = Q(46) ;
or Q (81) = 1 ;
With Q(81) = 1 the calibration measurement is always terminated
independent of outside events (the log is supressed if appli-
cable). With Q(41) = Q(46) the calibration can be interrupted
as a function of the measured values of RL and PCPS.
RESTART i
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5. Status of Work
The measuring station was installed in early March 1978 in the
experimenter's room of KNK II. Since that date background measure-
ments have been made. Both the spectrum of the environmental radia-
tion at the measuring point have been recorded and the nuclides
present in the cover gas produced by the uranium surface contamina-
tion of the fuel elements. Since starting the measuring station
work~ without any severe malfunction and and fullfills all anti-
cipations.
On April 1, 1979 th~ first cladding failure in the KNK II
occured. Fig. 18 shows the printout of the last background
spectrum No. 688 taken bya cyclic measurement. Initiatedby
the increasing of the integral detector counting rate 1 ) the
computer starts at 16.56.45 h a special measurement. The print-
out of this spectrum No. 689 is shown in Fig. 19. As mentioned
before,all printout are in German, a translation to English is
given in Fig. 20. Fig. 21 shows the last bakcground spectrum
and the spectrum measured at the beginning of the cladding
failure. The nuclids in parantheses are present in the spectrum
but not yet set for evaluation in the computer.
1) Because the precipitator was not yet installed r the integral
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h bypass of cover gas pipe ~
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1--- ----- alarm off ----
I
i
_____ attenuator drive --- -- -- - -- --+--- cryostat drive ------<10-+-1.._- motor relay B
A
aUowed drive conditions
1. attenuator at bottom -drive cryostat
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I- cO 43 I
bl---.J b3.......... b2 _ b4____ b5........ 81 81 81 81 i-
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top middle bottom front back
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R .1 switch pin. 25xI mm2 LI- 5 cO.23
bl 01 red/bi dl.A2main power~ - T cO.33
bl bl bl 6I - Np ml
b2 02 red/bi d2.A2 -- L - Pc I
6b2 b2 brI
b3 03 br /red d3.A2• b3 b3 blue 7
IE
E - cO.14 RI • .3 b4 04 blue/red d4.A2• .4 b4 b4 yel 7 I- cO.24 SI • e3 b5 05 yel/red d5.A2• e4 b5 b5 gn 7- cO.34 Tl • .3 06 wt/red 2 -'- b6I .4
b6 b6 via I
b7 07 go/red 3
b7 b7 or 2
0
0
b8 08 yel/wt 4
b8 'b8 pink 3L2
b9 a9 blue/wt 5- b IOd I b6 f-
b9 b9 be 4
j-
e-
- b7 2 b6 r-
aD I
i- b7 3 b8 f- bO I- b9 4 b8 -
cl ~
cl - b9 5 cO.A2 - c2 cbl -.b2 6 I f- } 24 V c3
b3 -b4 7 I
c4
r == 2.4.6.8 8 bll.f e-
---111' eS ,>yel/gnLemo-connector -< 5 9 dl.13 r- c6 I--r- 8 pin - 7 10 d2.13 -
c7
I - 3 11 d4.13 - c8
! ;: - I 12 d5.13 f- c9
cO.53 f- dl-d6.71 88 1 - 9 13 cO
~
= 6.7 14 cO.72 f-
- 3 15 dl.72 r-
Lemo-connector ~ - 5 16 d2.72 -
r-IO pin - 4 17 d3.72 -
- 2 18 d4.72 I- Fig.6
I - 1 19 d5.72 e-
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x-v Recorder Control (Plug in Board)
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Fig.10 Recorder Control (timing)


























Fig.11 ONGAM Computer Operation
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
livetime lruetime deadtifTIE spectrum calilT. "- day maJth year start caltbratia ccD::rotiaJ calibration quantlly mark for colli. nr.df RL(reac- RL RL RL
setting or rrrxnent bctor factor factor of peaks type of position spectrum tor power)
brMCA /oCA MCA nr. decay MCA a b c to be measu- from whid1 average start end max
meas. nr. evaluated rirg new calibr.
ti:Jct. work
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
RL p1eZipi- prezip. prezJ:rn prezip. prezip- mark for rrJ!!CISUring ~suri~ In1easuring
tator countrate cou e countrate eountrate reactor time 1 time 2 time 3
min countrate power MCA /oCA MCA
average sbrt end max min off=1
41 42 fo3 " 45 46 47 /,8 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60new stating start alarm- mark calibtrItion end of counter I10-se- prezip. RL measurem callI~ acquisitia counter 1. limit 2. limit recover run olarm-
Cäbbratior, time MCA mak for sequence measurirf, fordecay quence actuel actuel sequence coun er time for for laytin value value calilxaion index mark for
if Q(41)= MCA ha/f-nr. controls coIli. (day) j;.ause measure- whilemea. (sec) for ali.bration eorrpari'- for for protoeol calilxatiorl
Q(46) S4VE SONDER TIME ment pause RLCPS sion fI7e präzip. präzip_ factor
$TJME ABKU nr. a
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 m 77 78 79 80
Imt cf run end of evaluation normal 1 !leome 2 geome 3fleome recover MCA half event- save run-indeJl. decay acquisition time for run inde sequence acquisition
RL for index al --tion factor fbr file tne faetor trie factor tne (actor decay- to beread time ROI1(40) ALBEA measure. time for pause fbrstoring time drop
decay SOJIIJER $#tE RL counter for for for measure. out $TIME in evaluation decay- ABKU NCRMES on long- because
measure eo/li. col/i. colli. protocol ALBEA counter measure. time fie reading
(da15) MCA
81 82 B3 54 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 9' 95 96 97 96 99 100
no ealibr. max. al/owed allowed standart standort dayeoun- scram alarmfile storting aktuel detector abrrrrile tape < ;
Interrupt drift of difference differencE value value ter for moment counter time ~tric volum evaluation name dOlft inc.
d'lannels RL prezip. RL prezip. longtime $TIME MCA factor counter cbte
% ~. file 2.half (DATKCR)
tN
(J\
Fig.12 Data Organization Array Q (100)
Header
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
live time t ruetimE deadtime spectrum calibration day month year start calibmtion ceiibration calibration quantiz mark eolli -
or moment factor factor factor of pea s for type position
cJecay-ms of to be ofmeasu
MCA MCA MCA r. r. MCA a b c evaluated rement
$TlME
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
un RL RL RL RL RL prezipi- prezip. prezip. prezip. prezip.
index average start end max min tatar countrate countrate countrate countrate
countrate
average start end max min
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
contents activity G(65)








X+7 X+ 8X+6X+5X+4X+3X+2X+1.. . .. .. .. ,~ - .., .. - .. ~..- #, •• "-,, ...- " .. "-I'" ... 0"'" ......
46 47 /.8 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62
channel window exact energy HE) back contents quantity FWHM tel activity geometrie difference nuclid energy half life 'tld
addresse wicJth channel computeo ground of peak ofctalnel Error concen - factor ofactivlty name (KeV) periode








X+2 (window wicJth) <0 ~ peak not used far drift control
X+T7 (abundanee) <0 ~ peok not added to peak sum
Fig.13 Data Organization Arrays ROll (300) and ROl2 (300)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 " 12 13 14 15livetime truetime deadtime spectrun calibratiol day month year start cOlibrotion calibrotior. calbrafiOr qoontity mark for colli.-
moment factor factor factor of peaks type of position
MCA MCA .MCA nr. nr. of MCA a b c to be measure
$TIME (new) (new) (new) evaluated ment
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
run RL RL RL RL RL prezipi- prez~. prezip. prezip. prezip.
index average start end max min tator coun rate countrate countratE countrate
countrate
average start end max min
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
GI (65) calibratiOi calibmtior. calibratior.
whle eK1- factor factor factor
luationof a b c





46 47 48 49 l
stort stop quantity contents contents of channel
mannel channel of of
\chamels channel
97 98 99 100
start stop quantity contents contents of channei
channel channel af of
channeIs chJnnel
\
148 149 150 151


















Fig.14 Data Organization Array EIF(200)
1 2
\MCA MCAchannei c1Y:Jnnelnr.O nr.l
1 2 3









nr. 1023 nr. 1024



















\ \ I::· I
1055 1056 1057 1058 1059 1060 1061 1062 1063 1064 1065 1066 1067 1068 1069 1070 1071 1072
truetime deadtime speetrurr: deeay day mOf/th yea start Iralibrotior ealibration cafibration qucntity mak eolii - run RL RL
moment factor factor faetor of peaks position index
MCA ""CA nr. nr. MCA a b e to be average stat
$TIME evaluated
1073 1074 1075 1076 1077 1078 1079 1080 T081 1082 1083 1084 lJB5 1086 1087 1088 1089 1090
RL RL RL prezipi- prezip. prezip. prezip. prez1:.
end max min tator countrate ountrote countrate eoun rotE' blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank
cowtrote

















Fig.16 Data Organization Array SPEK (1090)
,. 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 6 9 XJ n 12 13 1~ 15
tagword livetime truetime deadtime speetrum ealibratiol day month year start calibratio~ calibratior calibration qoontit~ mark eolli -
(format or moment betor factor faetor of pea s for type position
16) MCA MCA MCA nr. decay MCA lai xV
8 Ib/x 10· Iclx 10· to bf' of mea-
.nr. evaluater. surement
16 17 16 79 20 21
RL prezipi- =1 =1 contents contents
average tator if if of MCA of MCA
(kW) count a<O c<O channel ehannel
average
(eps) ,




Nr. 14 (Mark) Nr. 5 Nr. 9 (start moment)
= 1 normalmeasurement number of decay measurements HHMMSS
=2 calibration measurement if mark (1~) = 5 HH=hour
=3 special measurement ifnot calibration measu- MM=mirxJte
= ~ -- rement Nr. SS=second
= 5 decay measurement
=.6 reaetor off
= 7 sequenee of special
measurements
lIf tape channel number n~ MCA channel number n-l
Nr.15 (collimator position)
=1,2 or3 collimator exaetly positioned
=10,20 or30 collimator defeet in this ease
the exaet colli-position must be 1,2 or3
where 10~1 j 2fr-2 i 3fr=3
.j:::.
Fig.17 Data Organization for 9-Track - Tape
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SPFKTRl':1S NB ... 666'
FI CHFAKTOR EN:









\I'AFHREND DER Al'FNAHME DES SPEKTRlIMS \VURDEN FOLGENDE WERTE Gn1E:SSEN
, , MI TTEL START ENDE MAXIMAL MINIMAL
HEAKTOl'{LEI STlTNG 58.30 58.39 56.40 56.85 57.94 M\t1
FRAEZ I P- ZAEHLP. 9607 9520 9664 9766 9424 IMP/S
StTMl1 E' PEAl< NP. • 4;
4522 HiP 11.305N:e IMP/S .88122e,18E 2 I/S*CCl1
Al.'SGF1,iFRTETF F'FNSTFR
I------------------------------------------------~-----------~-------I
I [\IR. I GENAtlF I EN Ftl GI F I '-INTER- I SIGNAL I !{Z.I H\TB I HFL. I
I I KAt'lAL- I ()(EV) I GRUND I (!t1P.) I 'I (KE\) I FEHLER I












1 11 I 1295.55 I 1294.60 1 211150 I 422084 I 37 I 7.95 I 0.75 1
I 12 1
I 13 II III I
I 15 I
FORTS.AUS"'. FENSTER 1 TABELL FN WERTE
I------~-------------I----------------------------~-------1
I NRoI AKT! V.KONZ. I NUCLI D. I ENERGIE I HWZ I ABl'NDoI
I I ( 11 S*CCH)' I I ( KEV) I I ( %) I
I------~-------------I------------------------------------1
I 1 1 1 KR 85M 1 150.990 l' 4.40 H 1 74ol?J0 1
1 2 I 1 KR 88 I 196.100 12.80 H 137.80 1
1 3 1 1 XEl33M 1 ,232~90fil 1 2.26 D 1 14.00 1
1 1I 1 .88122016F 2 I XE 135 1 249.600 I 9014 H 1 91ol?Jf21 I
I 5 1. I XE 138 I 258.3130 I 14.1 M I 31.210 1
I 6 1 I KR 87 I 402.800 176.0 M 153.210 I
I 7 I I NE 23 I 440.000 t 38.2 S I 33.00 I
1 8 I I CS 138 1 4l:.\?.80f11 1 32.2 M I 27.8121 I
I 9 I 1 XE135M I 526.801l I 15.6 t1 I 80.00 I
1 1 121 I I RB 89 I 112130. 70121 1 1501 t1 1 60. 1210 I
111 I.28830076F 51 AR 111 11293.6210 11.84 H 1 99.1210 I
I 12 I I CS 138 I 1435.900 1 32.2 M I 75.121121 1
113 I 1 KR 89 I 1472.1.121121 1 191 S I 9.521 1
I 14 I I J<R 88 I 1529.800 I 2.80 H 1 11.30 I
I 15 I I RB 88 I 18360130 I 17.8 M I 3121.20 1
Fig. 18: Spectr~ of the Background
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, SPEK'l'Rl.'MS NR. = 689
FI CH'rAKTOnFN I










VAnmEND DFli AtlF'NAH~lr DES SPFKTRUMS ""URDEN FOLGENDE ~'EPTE GEMESSEN
MI TTEL START ENDE MAXIMAL ' MINIMAL
REAKTORL EI STUN C 58':23 58. e,6 58.17 58.57 57.77 MW
FRAFZI P-ZAEHLR. 14026 10LI68 32674 32674 10468 alP/S
St'HMF HAK t-Jn. 1; ~J '1' 4; 6; 7; 8; 9; 1~;~I
673"71 H'lF 1682.6799 If\lP/S .16307604E 5 I/S*CCH
AUSGE'liEHTETF fFN ST1'1'
I--------------------------------~----------------------------~------I
1 NR. I GF\JAt'E 1 FNERGI F I UNTER- I SI Gf\lAL I KZ.I HWB I fiEL. I
1 I KANAL- I (KEV) I GPl'1JD I ( It1P. ) I I, (KFV) I FEHLER I
I I LAGE I I (11'11".) I I I I ( X) I
I -----_._---------------------.---------------------------------------1
I 1 I 152.Ll3 I 152.73 I 223006 I 49581 I 16 I 7.95 I 9.23 I
I 2 I 197. 75 I 197.85 I 165642 I 20395 I 14 I 6.96 I 18.05 I
I 3 I 233.90 I 233.85 I 38745 1 2721 I 5 I 4.97 I 40.78 I
I 4 I 250.91 I 250.79 I 362436 I 511253 I 33 I 8.95 I 1.67 I
I 5 I
I 6 I 42Lt.55 I ,423.88 I 101538 1 32065 20 I 7.95 I 10. 71 I
I 7 I 43,5.72 I 43L:.95 I 55357 I 8982 13 I S.96 I ~3.02 .1
I ,8 I 115ß.80 I 457.97 I 18129 I 1892 6 I 4.97 I 114.26 I
I 9 I 528.76 I 527.76 I 73831 I 43933 19 I 7.95 I 6.65 I
I H' I
I 1 1 I 1295.e5 1 129 Lt. 11 42842 41217332 1 37 I 8.95 I 0.92




FORTS. AUSI.1. FEN STFP 1 TABE'LL FN~ln~iTE
,---------~-----.----I----~--.---.--~----~----------------1
1 NRd AKTIV.KONZ. 1 Nt'CLID I 'mERGlE I H"-'Z 1 AEllND.I
I I ( 1/S*CCM). I,· 1 1 (KF,V) 1 1 ( ~) I
1- - - - - -_-'. - - -- - --.-- ... ~- I - --' ... - - --- ... ,. - --- ~ --- - -- - -- - - -------1
I ' 1 I .691Z1€:409E :3 1 KR 85M I 150.990 I 4.413 H 1 74.01Z I
I 2 1 .82607413E 3' 1 KR,88 I 196.100 1 2.80 H 1 37.8 e; 1
I 3 1 • ,~298434€E: 3 1 XE:133M 1 232.9013 1 2.26 1) 1 14.00 1
1 4 1 .99 63e009 E 4 I XE .135 1 249.800 I 9.14 H I 91. fZilZ 1
I 5 1 I X~ 138 I 258.3130 I 14. 1 1'1 I 310 l/'IZ. I
I 6 I .14952176E 4 1 KR 87 I' 402.82113 1 76.0 M 1 53.00 1
I 7 I • 71938542r ' 3 1 NE: ,23 I 4421.000-1 38.2 S 1 33.l!!0 I
1 8 I .18706245E 3 I es 138 I, 1 462.800 t 32.2 M 1 27.80 1
I 9 I .16725064E 4 1 XEl35M 'J 526',800 I 15.6 1'1 I 80. e0 I
1 11Z 1 I RB 89 1 1030.700 1.15.1 1'1 1 €10.00 1
1 1 1 1 ·.27822454E 5 1 Af. 4[ '1 H~93. 6013 1 1.84 H 1 99.013 I
I Ir, I .22434921E 3 1 CS 138 I 1435.900 I 32.21'1 1 75.00 I
I 13 I 1 KR 89 I 1472.100 I 191 S 1 9.50 1
I· !Lt I 1 KR 88 1 1529.80,0. 1 2.80 ,H I 1'1. :3 0 I
I 15 I 1 RB 88 I la 3 6. 130 l' 17.8 M I 30.21Z I













peak No. . ..
•.• counts •.. cps
mean start limit maximal minimal
MW
cps
results of the measurements















cont. results Values from the literature








1) see footnote on page 2'1
2)number of Channels belonging to the peak













Cladding Failure I Spectrum Nr. 689
Background I Spectrum Nr. 688
~
101b 500 1000 1500 2000
-----. Energy [keV]






An n e x
A1
ONGAM
CALLS START DIALOG PROGRAMS AND IS USED IF CLASS HAS BEEN STARTED
VIA CIMSES KEYBOARD MONITOR.
CALL.: ON GAM
DEFINE ONGAM<; REMARK 7.9.77 &
LOCAL FRAGIKIMIL.IONGIAEN
AEN=0;IFCNECDEFCR)ll» R=0
IFCEQCRI0» TYPE!I"ONGAM VERS. 01.77 I 16K"1 'II





DIALOG PROGRA."t FOR DATE AND TIME INPUT.
CALL: SUC3>;RUN DATEIN
DEFINE DATEIN<J REMARK 21.10.76 &
LOCAL STUNDEIMINUTE
TYPEII"DATUM EINGEBEN"
TYPE! I "TAG ?"
READC 1> Q( 6>
TYPE"MONAT ? CI N ZIFFERN EI NGEBEN)
READC 1> QC 7)
TYPE"JAHR ?"
READC1> QC6>
TYPE"UHRZEI T EINGEBEN. STUNDE?"
READC1> STUNDE
TYPE"NACH EINGABE DER MINUTEN" AUF
TYPEfl"MIT RETURN-TASTE STARTEN'"








DIALOG PROGRAMFOR OUTPUT AND MODIFICATION OF PRO GRAM CONTROLLING
VARIABLES.
CALL: $UC 3); RUN ONGAl
DEFINE ONGA1<; REMARK 29.9.77 &
LOCAL ONG I" DET
TYPE!" "UMRECHNUNGSFAKTOR FUeR REAKTORLEISTUNG = ""Q(64)
TYPE" RI CHTI G 1 "; READSC 1) FRAG; I Fe EQ( FRAG" "JA"» GOTO ON01
AEN= lJ TYPE"FAKTOR 1 "J READ( I )Q( 64)
ON01: Q( 37) =0; TYPE I" "NULLE,l STUNGSBETf-a EB ,1 "J READS( I) FRAG
IFCEQCFRAG,,"JA"» Q(37)=1
DET=0JIFCEQ(R"I»GOTO ON05
QCI00)=0'DATKOR;DATAUS;TYPEI,,"DATUM UND UHRZEIT RICHTIG? "
Q(81 )=0; READS( I) FRAG; I F(NE( FRAG" "JA"» $U( 3) J RUN DATEIN; AEN= 1
ON05: TYPE!,,"IN WELCHER STELLUNG BEFINDET SICH DER KOLLIMATOR? "
READCI)Q( 15)JIF(EQCR,,0»GOTO ON04
TYPE I" "SOLLEN AENDERUNGEN BEZUEGLI CH DER EI CHLINI EN BZW."
TYPE" DER ZU"" I" "UEBERWACHENDEN PEAKS VORGENOMMEN WERDEN? "
READS( I) FRAG; I F( NEC FRAG" "JA"» GOTO ON03
ON04: DIMENS EIF(200);EIORGC2)
ON0: IF(EQCR" I» $U(3);RUN SETZ;DELETE SETZ;GOTO ON08
TYPEI,,"FOLGENDE ENERGIEN WERDEN ZUR QUADRATISCHEN"
TYPE" EI CHUNG VERWENDET"J K= 1J M=9 6; ON G1= 0
DO(3)<$IC2);TYPEI""PEAK",,K,," ";$F'(10);TYPE EIF(M),," KEV"
IFCEQCEIFCM),,0» ONGI=I
K=K+I'M=M+51>
1 F CGT CABS CQC10) ) " 0 • 0 0 0 I ) + EQCQ( 1 1) " 0» Q(8 1) = 1
TYPEI" I" "FOLGENDE PEAKS WERDEN UEBERWACHT."" IJK=0
I F( GT( QC 13)" 0» GOTO ON06
TYPEI,,"A C H TUN G"" I" "KEINE FENSTER GESETZT"" I
0006: DOCQC 13»<TYPES ROII(S9+K);TYPE" ""ROLIC60+K),," KEV"" !;K=K+17>
IFCEQ(ONGI" I» $U(3)JRUN SETZ;DELETE SETZ; GOTO ON08
ON02: TYPE!,"SOLLEN AENDERUNGEN BEZUEGLICH DER EICHLINIEN BZW."
TYPE" DER ZU"" !,,"UEBERWACHENDEN PEAKS VORGENOMMEN WERDEN? "
READSC I) FRAG; I FC EQC FRAG, "JA"» $UC 3) J RUN SETZ; DELETE SETZ




DIALOG PROGRAM FOR OUTPUT AND MODIFICATION OF PROGRAM CONTROLLING
VARIABLES.
CALL: $U(3);RUN ONGA2
DEFINE ONGA2<; REMARK 29.9.77 &
DEFl NE Dl A< $I ( 3); TYPE I" "NR. "" K" ". ..; $r< 1/1D >
IF(EQCDEF(EIF)" 1» ERASE ELF
TYPEI,,"SOLLEN DIE PROGRAMMSTEUERDATEN GELISTET WERDEN? "
READSC 1) FRAG; 1 F(NE( FRAG" "JA"» GOTO ONS
TYPEI,,"PROGRAMM STARTET MIT FOLGENDEN WERTEN:"" I
K= 10; DI A; .TYPE"EI CHFAKTOR A="" Q( K)' K= 11
OIA;TYPE"EICHFAKTOR B=""Q(K>JK=12
OIA;TYPE"EICHFAKTOR C=""QCK)JK=82
DI A; $I ( 3).1 TYPE"~EI EI NER ORI FT DES SPEKTRUMS UM MEHR ALS"
TYPE QCK),," KANAELE"" I,," WIRD EINE EICHMESSUNG"
TYPE" DURCHGEFUEHRT"J K=46
DIA;TYPE"SPAETESTEN5 ALLE""$I(3)+QCK),,tt TAGE WIRD EINE EICH"
TYPE"MES5UNG DURCHGEFUEHRT"; K= 79
DIA,$I(3);TYPE"SPAETESTENS ALLE""QCK),," TAGE WIRD EIN SPEKTRUM"
TYPEI,," AUF LANGZEITFILE GELEGT";K:=S4
DIA; TYPE" EICH ZEI T= "" QCK) ,," S " ; K= 38
DIA;TYPE"MESSZEIT 1="" QCK),," S";K=39
01 A; TYPE'·MESSZEI T2="" Q( K),," S"; K=4I2J
DIA; TYPE"MESSZEIT3="" QCK),," 5";K=52
DI A; TYPE"MESSFOLGE="" Q( K),," S "; K=49
OIA;TYPE"AUSGABEFOLGE WAEHRENO MESSPAUSE=""QCK)"" S";,K=56
DIA;TYPE"GWI FUER KOLLIMATOR-STEUERUNG=""Q(,K),," COUNTS/S";K=57
DIA;TYPE"GW2 FUER KOLLIMATOR-STEUERUNG="" QCK),," COUNTS/S";K=61
DIA;TYPE"GW FUER ABKLINGMESSUNG=""QCK)*QC64),," MW"JK=66
TYPE I" I" uGEOMETRI EFAKTOREN FUER Dl E KOLLI MATOR- STELLUN GEN"" I
DIA;TYPEuSTELLUNG 1 u"QCK);K=67
01 A; TYPE··STELLUNG 2 "" Q( K) J K= 68
DIAJTYPE"STELLUNG 3 ""QCK>JK=97
DI A; TYPE"VOLUMEN= u" QC K)" U CCW·; K=8 3
TYPE I" !" uBEI FOLGENDEN ABWEI CHUNGEN WI RD "
TYPE"SONDERMESSUNG GESTARTET.",,!
DIA; TYPE u REAKTORLEl STUNG: ""QOO"u %".lK=84
DIAJTYPE"PRAEZIPITATOR-ZAEHLRATE: ""Q(K),," %tt" IJK=99
OIA;TYPES"BAND NR. = ""QCK)" I,,!
TYPE"SIND 01 E GELl STETEN DATEN RI CHTI G? u; READSC 1) FRAG
IFCEQCFRAG,,"JAtt»GOTO ONS c.
ON3: TYPEI,,"WELCHE DATEN SOLLEN GEAENDERT WERDEN 1 tt ,,!
TYPE"AUF OIE FRAGE NR." OBIGE NR. EINTIPPEN" DANN RETURN."
TYPEI"uAUF DIE FRAGE WERT" NEUEN WERT EINGEBEN" DANN RETURN."" I
TYPEI,,"WIRD AUF DIE FRAGE NR. EINE !2J EINGEGEBEN" DANN WIRD ..
TYPE"DIE EINGABE BEENDET."" I
ON4: TYPE"NR.?".I READC 1) K
IFCEQCK,,!2J»GOTO ON5
TYPE"WERT? "; AEN= 1; I F( EQ( K" 99» READS( 1> QOO.l GOTO ON4








TYPE I" "DI E SPEKTRENABLAGE BEGI NNT BEI KASSETTENFI LE NR."
TYPEI,,"NORr1AL ""QC6S)+I" I,,"LANGZEIT ""QCSS)+l" !,,"ALARM "II"Q(89)+1
TYPE I" I" "RI CHTI G? ,,; READSC 1) FRAG; I F( EQ( FRAG" "JA"» GOTO ON6
AEN=lJTYPEI" "NORMAL NR.? "JREADC 1> QC6S>JQC6S)=QC6S)-1
TYPE"LANGZEIT NR.? "JREADC 1) QCSS>JQCSS)=QCSS)-l
TYPE"ALARM NR.? ";READCl) QC89>JQ(89)=QC89)-1
$I(4);TYPEI,,"DAS NAECHSTE SPEKTRUM ERHAELT DIE NR.""Q(4)+1
TYPEI,,"DIE NAECHSTE EICHMESSUNG ERHAELT DIE I-JR.""QCS)+!J$FC 10)
TYPE!" "RI CHT I G? "J READS C1> FRAG
I FC EQC FRAG" "JA"» GOTO ON7
TYPEI,,"MIT WELCHER SPEKTRUMS NR. SOLL BEGONNEN WERDEN? "
READ CI) QC4>J QC4) = QC4) - 1; AEN = 1
TYPEI" "WELCHE NR. SOLL DIE NAECHSTE EICHMESSUNG ERHALTEN? "
READ( 1> QCS)JQCS)=QCS)-IJIFCEQCQCS),,(3» QC81>=1
IFCEQCAEN,,0»GOTO ON8
TYPE I" "SOLLEN DI E STEUERDATEN AUF KASSETTE GELEGT WERDEN 1 "
READSC 1) FRAG; I FC EQC FRAG" "JA"» $UC 3); RUN STORE; DELETE STORE
IFCEQCR" 1»GOTO ON10




DIALOG PROGRAM FOR SETTING OF WINDOWS AND CALIBRATION ENERGIES.
CALL: $U(3);RUN SETZ




I F CNE CElF C10) " 0) * NE CEI Fe 1 1) " 0) ) GO TOSTART
El=lJTYPEI,,"ES LIEGEN KEINE EICHFAKTOREN VOR" NAECHSTE"
TYPE" MESSUNG 1ST EINE EICHMESSUNG""IJQ(81)=1
START: DEFINE RECH<
I FC EQC EI" 1> ) GOTO REC3






RECt: TYPEI,,"ENERGIE RICHTIG EINGEGEBEN? ";READS(1) '..JAS
I FC EQC WAS" "JA"» GOTO REC2
GOTO REC3
REC2: TYPE I" IIEI CHFAKTOREN ? KANALLAGE > 2048; KANALLAGE WI RD AUF"
TYPE" 2047 GESETZT"" I,," ES FOL GT EI CHMESSUN G"" I; QC 81) = 1
RO I 1CX+ 1) = 2047
REC3: Z=0>
AS
TYPEI,,"ZULAESSIGE BEFEHLE AUF DIE FRAGE WAS"" I
TYPE I" "1 "EI NGABE"
TYPE I" "V "VERSCHI EBEN VON FENSTERNt'
TYPEI,,"A "AUSGABE"
TYPEl,,"L "LOESCHEN VON FENSTERN"
TYPE I" "E "EI CHLI NI EN SETZEN"
1 F~ EQ( R" 0» TYPE I" "U "UEBERTRAG VON ROll NACH ROI2"
TYPE I" "$ ,,01 AL. 0 G BEENDEN",,!
FRAG: FEH=0JTYPEI,,"WAS ?"JREADS(l) WAS
I F( EQ( WAS" "1 "» DET= 1J GOTO EI N
1 F( EQ( WAS" "V") ) GOTO SHI FT
1 F( EQ(WAS" "E"» GOTO EI CH
IF(EQ(WAS,,"U")*EQ(R,,0»GOTO UEBER
I F< EQCWAS" "A")+EQ(WAS" "L."» GOTO AUS
IF( EQ(WAS" "$"» GOTO ENDE
TYPE!" "FAt. SCHER BEFEHL.! "J GOTO FRAG.
AUS: TYPE"VON FENSTER NR. "J READ( 1> X
TYPE"BIS FENSTER NR. "JREAD(l) Y
L.AB="AUS"JGOTO ERR
AUS 1: Z=Y-X+ 1 ,
I F( EQ( WAS" "L. ") ) GOTO CLEAR
TYPEI,,"ABUNDANZ NEGATIV: PEAK WIRD NICHT ZUR SUMMENBILDUNG "
TYPE"VERWENDET"" !
TYPE"FENSTERBREITE NEGATIV: PEAK WIRD NICHT ZUR DRIFT"
TYPE"KONTROL.L.E VERWENDET"" !
TYP E I" "1 "J 00 C7 ((3 ) <TY PE n - "> J TYPE" I "" 1
TYPE"I FENSTER NR. I NUCL.ID I ENERGI E 1 HWZ I"
TYPE" ABUNDANZ 1 FENS.BREITd"
TYPEI,,"I"JDO(70)<TYPE"-">JTYPE"I"
Ll: Y=17*X+42
TYPE!,,"I ""X,," 1 "JTYPES ROIICY),," I "
TYPE ROll (Y+ 1),," I "J TYPES ROll CY+2),," 1 "
TY P E RO I 1CY+3 ) ,," 1"
I F( EQ( ROll (Y+ 1)" 0» TYPE" @i@@@@ 1 "J GOTO L2
TYPE" " " RO I 1( Y- 12 ) ,," I"
L.2: X=X+IJZ=Z-lJIF(GTCZ,,0»GOTO Ll
TYPEI" "1 ..J 00 ( 70 ><TYPE"- "> .; TY PE"I "" 1
GOTO FRAG
CLEAR: Z=Z*17JX=X*17+28JK=1;DOCZ)<ROI1(X+K)=0;K=K+l>;AEN=lJGOTO'FRAG
EIN: TYPE"FENSTER NR. "J READ( 1>X; GZ=((3
Y= lS;LAB="EIN"J GOTO ERR
EIN 1: X= 17*X+28; AEN= 1
EIN0: TYPE"NUCLIDNAME ";READSC 1) ROI1(X+14)
TYPE"SOL.L. ENERGIE EINGEGEN WERDEN? ";READS(l) WAS
I F( EQCWAS" "JA"» GOTO ENER
TYPE"KANALLAGE "; READ( 1) ROI1(X+ 1) J ROll (X+ 1) =1 P( ROll (X+ 1»
IFCEQ(EI"l» ROI1(X+1S)=ROI1(X+l);GOTO HW
ROI1(X+ lS)=EIFC 10)*ROI1(X+ 1>*ROIICX+ l)+EIF< 11>*ROll(X+ l)+EIFC 12)
GOTO HW
ENER: TYPE"ENERGIE IN KEV nJREADC 1) ROIICX+1S>;WAS="JA"
RECH': I F(NEC WAS" "JA"» GOTO ENER
HW: TYPE"HALBWERTSZEIT "JREADSC 1> ROIICX+16>
TYPE"ABlJNDANZ "J READC 1) ROll CX+ 17)
TYPE"FENSTERBREI TE KANAEL.E ? ,,; READ( 1) ROll CX+2)
IFCGECROI1(X+2),,29» ROIlcX+2)=28JGZ=3
IFCGTCROIICX+1>+(RQI1(X+2)/2>a204B» GZ=l




IFCGE(GZa 1» TYPEla"FENSTERBREITE NUR "aROIICX+2)a tf ·KANAEl.E"a la I
TYPE"SOl.l. DIESER PEAK ZUR DRIFTUEBERWACHUNG VERWENDETtt
TYPEtt WERDEN? ttJREADS(1) WAS
I F CNE CWAS a "JA" » 11.0 I 1( X+ 2 ) == RO I 1CX+ 2) * - 1
TYPEttSOLl. DIESER PEAK ZUR SUMMENBIl.DUNG VERWENDET WERDEN? "
READSC IHIASnFCNE(WASa"JAtt » ROIICX+11)==ROIICX+17)*-1
GOTO FRAG
SHI FT: TYPE"VON FENSTER NR. "JREADC l)X
TYPE"NACH FENSTER NR "J READ( I)Y
LAB="SHI FT"; GOTO ERR
SHI1: X= 17*X+42JY= 17*Y+42; K=elJ AEN= 1
DO(4)<ROI1(Y+K)=ROI1CX+K);K=K+l>JROIICY-12)=ROI1(X-12)





EI CHI TYPE la "NI CHT VERGESSEN FENSTER VKA SETZEN"a I
TYPEla t 'l. EICHE~ERGIE IN KEV? ";READCl) EIF(96)
TYPEla"2. EICHENERGIE IN KEV? ";READ(1) EIFCl47)
TYPEla"3. EICHENERGIE IN KEV? ";READC 1) EIFC 198)
EIORG(1);QC81)=IJGOTO FRAG
ERR: IFCGE(X a 16)+GECYa 16» FEH=1; GOTO ERRI
IFCEQ(Xael)+EQCYa0» FEH=IJGOTO ERR3
I FC EQ (LABa" SH 1FT"» GO TO ERRA
IF(GT(XaY» FEH=I;GOTO ERR2
GOTO ERRA
ERR1: TYPEI,,"FENSTER NR. GROESSER ALS 15."a IJGOTO ERRA
ERR2a TYPE!" "STARTFENSTER NR. GROESSER ALS ENDEFENSTER NR ..... I
GOTO ERRA
ERR3: TYPE I .. "FENSTER NR. el NI CHT ZUL.AESSI G.... I
ERRA: IFCEQCl.ABa"AUS")*EQ(FEH .. l» FEH=0JGOTO AUS
I F( EQCl.ABa "AUS"» GOTO AUS 1
I FCEQ(l.ABa "EIN")*EQCFEHa 1» FEH==0JGOTO EIN
I FC EQCl.AB" "EIN"» GOTO EIN 1
I F( EQC LAB.. "SHI FT") *EQ( FEH .. 1» FEH= 0; GOTO SHI FT
IF(EQCLAB,,"SHIFT"»GOTO SHII
I F( EQC FEH .. 1» FEH:el; GOTO EI 1
GOTO El2
ENDE: X=6";Q ( 13 ) =13
00 C15 ) < I F ( GT ( RO I 1CX )" el» Q( 13 ) == Q( 13) + 1




JLL.OWS THE DEFINED RESTART OF THE ?ROGRAM AFTER INTERRUPTION
g( MEANS.OF PROGRAM STO? SWI TCH. BESI DESI I T OPEN'S A WAY INTO THE
DIALOG PROGRAMS FOR MODIFICATION OF CONTROL.L.ING VARIABL.ES.
CALL.~ REST ART
DEFINE RESTAR<J REMARK 23.9.77 &
L.O CAL A" R
IF(EQCDEFCSPEC)"I» ERASE SPEC
IF(EQCDEF<SPEK)"I» ERASE SPEK
1 F( EQ( DEF( EI F)., 1» ERASE EI F
IFCEQ(DEF(WACH)"I» DEL.ETE WACH
TYPES I" "BAND NR. ""Q(99)1" RI,CHTIG? "JREADSC 1) A
, IF(NE(A,,"JAtt » TYPE"BAND NR.? "JREADS( 1) Q(99)
TYPE I" "SOL.L.EN PROGRAMMSTEUERDATEN GEAENDERT WERDEN ? "
READS(I) AJIF(NE(AI"JAH»GOTO RSTI
R= 1J ONGAM
RST1: CONTROL"Bt21t21FB"JTYPEt,,"A C H TUN GI"" t" I
TYPEHVOR START CHECK 11 DURCH FUEH REN" DANN RETURNTASTE"
KBWAI TJ TYPE t" tl "RESTART L.AEUFT "" $T IME" I" I J ACTC 81> 121
SFC 10)JIFCEQ(DEFCROI2)" I»GOTO RST5
DtMENS ROI 2( 3121121) J $UC 3) J OPEN SAFIL.2J COPY SAFIL.2C 1) : ROl2
ERASE SAFIL.2
RST5: IFCEQCQ(44)"I).EQCQC48),,!2l» FAHR(0)JQ(43)=3JGOTO RST2
IFCEQ(Q(44)"I»GOTO RST4
GOTO RST3
RST2: MCACOL.C4t21t21" 1>,QC It21t21)IlI-UQC53)=t21'RL.CPS(Q(6l>" UJQ(44)=1JGOTO RST4
RST3: IFCEQCQ(44),,0»GOTO RST4





CONTROLS THE SEQUENCE OF THE PROGRAM AS A FUNCTION OF THE FLAGS:
Q(44)=0~ NORMAL MEASUREMENT OR MEASUREMENT PAUSE Ir Q(47)<STIME
QC 44) = 1~. DECAY MEASUREMENT S
Q(44»ll SPECIAL MEASUREMENT
Q(4l)=Q(46)~ CALIBRATION MEASUREMENT IF Q(44)=0
CALL: STEUER( A)
AD01 CALL BY ONGAMI PROGRAM START WITH CALIBRATION MEASUREMENT
A=II CALL BY RESTART; CONTINUANCE Or PROGRAM
DEFINE STEUER<; REMARK 22.8.77 &
IFCEQ(ARGC1);l»GOTO STEI
COUNT( 413; 113 ) ; QC3 6 ) =QC5f3)J QC8 5 ) =QC5 1) ; EICH EN
IFCEQCQ(44);f3» SO=I'SONDER
STEI: IFCEQCDEFCSO);I» ERASE SO




STE2: IFCEQCQ(44); I» ABAU5
STE3: lFeEQ(QC44);I)*GECQC75>,,13» ABSCH;GOTO STEl
IFCEQ(QC44);1» ABKLIJGOTO STEI
I Fe EQC QC 44) ; 2» SONDER; GOTO STE 1
IF(GE(STIME;QC47») NORMES;GOTO STEI







ORGANIZES THE SEQUENCE OF THE NORMAL MEASUREMENT BY CALLING THE
RESPECTIVE SUBROUTINES. THE STARTING DATE FOR THE NEXT MEASUREMENT
IS WRITTEN TO Q(47).
CALL: NORMES
DEFINE NÖRMES<; REMARK 28.7.77 &
OEFINE WACH<Q(80)=0
CONTROL "C00FEl"; CONTROL"C00KB"J WAl TO; CONTROL "C 13AO"J QC 9 0) =$Tl ME>
LOCAL MESJ" 1" Z" K
Q( 78) = U RO 1 1C45) = /ZH Qe 14) = 1
Q(47)=SECe$TIME)+Q(52)JQC47)=TIMECQC47»
FAHR(0)JMCÄCOLeQ( 1)" 1>;Q(42)=Q(9HQe53)=0JRLCPSeQC61>" 1)
MES l=SECC Q(9) )+Q( 1) -15;MES l=TIME(MES1>
NO 0 1: RL CP S( Q C6 1) , 0)
IFCEQeQ(44)., 1» Q(4)=QC4)+IJGOTO NOEX
IF(GTCMESl,STlME»GOTÖ N001
WAITO;Q(63)=STIME,QC78)=2JWACH











I Fe GEC Qe 44)" 1» GOTO NOEX
WACtt;PLOTJROllC 16)=QC78)JGOTO N02
NOEX: TYPEI,,"+++ PROG. NORMES ABGEBROCHEN I ";$I(4);TYPE"S?EKT.Nl~. "
TYPE Qe4,," I LAUFINOEX =",$l(2)+QC78),IJSFCl0>JQe88)=Q(72)
ROl1(16)=Q(78)JK=78;TAPE( 1)'OOTO NOENO




ORGANI'ZES THE RUN OF A SPECIAL MEASUREMENT BY CALLING THE RESPECTIVE
SUBROUTINES. STORES IN ADDITION ROll IN A PERMANENT FILE. SETS NEW
REFERENCE VALUES FOR RL AND PCPS. STARTING DATE FOR NEXT NORMAL
MEASUREMENT IS WRITTEN TO Q(47).
CALL: SON DER
DEFINE SONDER<; REMARK 28.9.77 &
DEFINE WACH<Q(80)=0




I Fe EQ( Q( 44)" 0» . FA,IiR( 0)
MCACOL( Q( 1)" 1); Q( 53) =0; RLCPS( Q( 61)" 1)
SOl: Q( 14)=3;Q(85)=Q(51)JQ(42)=Q(9)JQ(86)=Q(50)
lFeEQ(ROll(14>..7» Q(14)=71GOTO S001
I F ( EQ( RO I 1( 14 ) " 3) *GE ( RO I 1(1 6) " 5 » Q( 14) = 7
500 1: ME5 1=SEC( Q( 9 ) ) + Q( 1) - 151 MES 1=T I ME ( MESI) J Q( 62) =1
S02: RLCPS( Q( 61)" 0)






I F( GE( Q( 44)" 1» GOTO SOEX
WACHJPEAVERJQ(62)=4
Q(53)=0JRLCPS(Q(61),,0)
I F( GE( Q( 44)" 1» GOTO 50E){
WACHJROll(16)=Q(62)JQ(65)=Q<65)+1
IF(NE(ROI 1( 14),,7» Q(55)=Q(55)+lJGOTO SOS
IF<EQ<Q(55),,0» Q(55)=!
SO 5 : L AN0 RG( Q( 55 )" 1) J NOM0 R G( Q< 65 )" 1)
MESPROJQ(62)=5
Q(S3)=0JRLCPS(Q(61),,0)
I Fe GE( Q( 44)" 1» GOTO SOEX
WACHJPLOTJROll( 16)=Q<62)JGOTO 506
SOEX: TYPE!"ff+++ PROG. SONDER ABGEBROCHEN / "J$I(4)JTYPE"SPEKT.NR. "
TYPE Q(4),," / LAUFINDEX =",,$I(2)+Q(62)J$F'(10)JQ(88)=Q(72)
ROI 1C 16)=Q<62)JK=62JTAPE( I)JGOTO SOEND




ORGANIZES THE RUN OF A QUADRATIC CALIBRATION BY CALLING THE RESPECTIVE
SUBROüTINES. BRINGS THE COLLIMATOR TO POSITION 3 FOR THIS PURPOSE.
CALL: EICHEN
DEFINE EICHEN<J REMARK 3.10.77 &
DEFINE WACH<Q(80)=0
CONTROL"C00FB"JCONTROL"C00KB"JWAITDJCONTROL"C13A@"':Qe90)=$TIME>




















EI EX: TYPEt,,"••• PROG. EICHEN ABGEBROCHEN I "':$I(4)':TYPE"SPEKT.NR. "






ORGANIZES A SEQUENCE OF MEASUREME:-.JTS IF THEREACTOR POWER IS LOWER






























IMMEDIATLY AFTER 1ST MEAS.
IMMEDIATLT AFTER 2ND MEAS.
30 MINUTES AFTER SCRAM
60 MINUTES AFTER SCRAM
90 MINUTES AFTER SCR~~
IMMEDIATLY AFTER 6TH MEAS.
2 HOURS AFTER SCRAM
4 HO URS AFTER SCRAM
8 HOURS AFTER SCRAM
12 HOURS AFTER SCHAM
24 HOURS AFTER SCRAM
!HE MEASUREMENTS ARE STARTED ALTERNATELY IN THE 1ST OR 2ND MCA-HALFI
BEGINNING WITH THE 2ND HALF. VIA MCLES THE MCA IS READ ON CASSETTE
AND ON TAPE EI THER DURI NG THE r1EASUREMENT OR DUFÜ NG THE PAUSE. THE
EVALUATION OF SPECTRA STARTS AFTER THE 9TH MEASUREMENT.
Q(48)= DECAY MEASUREMENT COUNTER CONTROLS THIS SEQUENCE
Q(43) SELECTS MCA-HALF FOR STARTa Q(71) SELECTS MCA-HALF FOR READOUT
Q(7S)= COUNTER FOR MEASUREMENTS ALREADY EVALUATED
Q(88) CONTAINS STARTING DATE FOR THE NEXT DECAY MEASUREMENT
DEFINE ABKLI<J REMARK 12.9.77 &
LOCAL LES 1 AIB1 ZaALTaMESI1ABK
$U(3)':OPEN SAFIL2.:COPY ROI2:SAFIL2( I>JABK=I;Z=0':Q(86)=Q(50)
ERASE ROI2.:DIMENS SPEK(1090)JQ(14)=5JQ(69)=0JQ(8S)=Q(51)
IF(NE(Q(48)a0»GOTO PAI
TYPEla"+++ ABKLINGMESSUNGENa ABSCHALTUNG UM "JUHRAUS( Q(68)a 1)
IF(EQ(Q(4S)I-2» Q(45)=-1
TYPE! a IJ Q( 71) =3J Q( 80) =0': Q( 75) = 1J Q( 76) =400': Q( 100) =- 1': GOTO AB3




AB3: IFCGTCQ(48)a0)*LECQC48)13» MCLESJGOTO AB0l
IFCEQCQ(48)16)+EQ(Q(46)17» MCLES':GOTO AB01
GOTO AB02









SPEK( 1059)" Q( 48)J SPEK( 1063) BQ( 9)
IFCLE(QC48)12»GOTO AB0
















IFCEQ(SEN'SE(6)ll» TYPEII"*** "ISTIME," STOP -ABKLI-UI UQUIT
PA2r If'CGTcQC8S)I'STIME»GOTO PAI
IFCGE(STIMEI2400000» Q(100)=0JDATKOR
QC 100)=-lJ FAHRC0>J GOTO AB0
PA3: Q(53)=0JRLCPS(Q(61),0)JIFCNE(Q(44)1 1»GOTO ABEX
GOTO ABEND
ABEX: TYPEII"+++ ABKLINGMESSUNGEN ABGEBROCHEN.", IJERASE SPEK'Q(44)=2
IFCEQ(ABK,0»GOTO ASEXI
CON'TROL QC 43), "00FB"; CONTROL Q( 43) I "00HS'" WAl TD
Q(4).QC4)+1JTYPE"++. ANGEFANGENE MESSUNG UNTER NR. U 1 SI(ll,)+Q(4)
TYPES" AUF TAPE / BAND NR..... Q(99)1SFC10)
1YPE t, "+++ STARTZEI T "; UliRAUS( Q(9)., 1)1 TYPE I
AaEX 11 Q( 43> =2'; Q( 100).0J FAKIU 0>J 1 FC EQ< Q( 45)" -1» MCACOLC QC 1) I 1)
Q(44)=2JIFCGECQC48),1» Q(69)=1




WAl T LOOP FOR PRO GRAM AFTER DECAY MEASUREMENT S HAVE SEEN TERMINATED.
PROGRAM WAITS UNTIL RL>Q(61) AND STARTS THEN SY A SPECIAL MEASUREMENT.
CALL. ABSCH
DEFINE ABSCH<'; REMARK 16.8.77 &
Q( 100 ) ::: 0 J Q( 14) =6' 1 F( NE CQ C44 )" I) ) GO T0 AB2
IFCGE(STIMEI2400000» DATKOR
DATAUS
$F(6)JTYPE!,"+++ PROGRAMM WARTET' BIS REAKTORLEISTUNG"
TYPE" GROESSER ALS '',Q(61)*GlC 64), " MW WUtD.",I;$F(10)
ABI: Q(53)=0;RLCPS(Q(6l>,0)
IFCGECSTIME,2400(00» DATKOR
IF(EQCSENSEC6), 1» TYPEI,"*** ",STIMEI" STOP -ABSCH-", I';QUIT
I F( EQC Q( 44), 1» GOTO AB 1
AB2: TYPEI,"+++ REAKTOR WIEDER IN BETRIEB.", IJDATAUS,;Q(44)=2




ORGANIZES THE EVALUATION OF DECAY MEASUREMENTS BY CALLING SUBROUTINESI
BEGINNINß AFTER THE 9TH DECAY MEASUREMENT. THE ALARM FILE MIGHT BE

















DEFl NE WACH< CONTROL "C00FB"; CONTROL "C00KB" J WAl TD
CONTROL"CI3A@"JQ(90)=$TIME1Q(80)=0>
IFCNECQ(44)ll»GOTO ABAEXI















TYPEIl "+++ AUSWERTUNG ABKL.INGMESSUNGEN ABGEBROCHEN"I I
Q( 43 ) =2; Q( 69 ) = 1; Q( 100 ) =0H1 ES 1:: QC44) ; TAPE( 2)




WAIT LOOP FOR THE PROGRAM UNTIL THE DEFINED END OF THE MEASUREMENT
PAUSEQ( 47) HAS BEEN REACHED. DURING THE MEASUREMENT PAUSE Rl.. AND
PePS ARE- PERMANENTLY MEASURED AND CHECKED FOR EXEEDING OF THE
LIMIT VALUES. (THE MEASUREMENT PAUSE MIGHT BE PRECOCIOULY TERMINATED)
AT PREDETERMINED TIME INTERVALS Q(49) AVERAGE" INITIAL" FINAL, MAXIMUM





TYPE I" I, "+++ MESSPAUSEu " I; DATAUS
TYPEI,,"+++ NAECHSTE MESSUNG UM ",UHRAUS(Q(47),0>JTYPEI" 1
$F( 10),TYPEI, 1,"-----", I" 1
IF(GE($TIME,,2400000» DATKOR
AUS=SEC($TIME)+Q(49)'AUS=TIME(AUS)
ANF=$TIME1 Q(53) =0' RLCPS( Q( 61)" 1)
IF(NE(Q(44),,0»GOTO MEPEX
RL CP 5 ( Q( 6 1) , 0)
IF(NE(Q(44),0»GOTO MEPEX
IF(GE($TIME,Q(47»)GOTO ME3




TYPE"IN DER ZEIT VON "'UHRAUS(ANF,,0)JTYPE" BIS "JUHRAUS(ENDE,,0)
TYPEI,,"WURDEN FOLGENDE WERTE GEMESSEN."" I" 1
DO( 19)<TYPE" ">,TYPE"MITTEL START ENDE
TYPE"MAXIMAL MINIMAL"" 1
TYPE"REAKTORLEI STUN G "J $F( 6)' K= 17
DO( 5) <TYPE Q(K),," "1K=K+ 1>,TYPE"MW", I, "PRAEZIP-ZAEHLR. "
$I(8)JDO(S)<TYPE Q(K)," "JK=K+l>JTYPE" IMP/S"" I" IJ$F( 10>
DO(S)<TYPE"-">,TYPEI" I
IF<GE($TIME"Q(47») TYPE U ... ++ MESSPAUSE BEENDET .... lJGOTO MES
GOTO MEI
TYPE I" "+++ MESSPAUSE VORZEI Tl G BEENDET",,!J Q( 88) = Q( 72); K= Q( 44)
1 F( EQ( Q( 44)" 1» Q( 48) =0; Q( 43) =31 FAHR( 0); MCACOL( 400" 1)' GOTO ME4
FAHR(0)'IF(EQ(Q(4S),-I» MCACOL(Q(I)"I)JGOTO ME4
GOTO MES











PROCESSES OURINO THE MEASUREMENT PAUSE THE SPECTRA ON THE ALARI TO
ALARS ALARM FILES. SEARCHES FOR PEAK COMPARISION THE LAST SPECTRUM
BEFORE AL AR 1 ON TriE NORMAL FILE VIA ROI l(40). IN CASE OF INTERRUPTION














ALBEA<; REMARK 26.9.77 &
WACH< QC 8 0) =0
CONTROL"C00FB";CONTROL"Cl2J0KB";WAITO;CONTROL"C13A@"IQC9l2I)=STIME>
LOCAL MES·!" AUS" SUC" ALAR"K" CP


























CONTROL "B00FB"J QC 89) =0J Q( 98) = 11 GOTO ALEND








IN CASE THE DECAY MEASUREMENTS ARE TERMI NATED BEFORE THE 12TH
MEASUREMENT IS DONE BECAUSE RL>Q(61)1 THE EVALUATION OF THE DECAY
MEASUREMENT BY ABNACH IS FOLLWED UP DURING THE NEXT MEASUREMENT
PAUSE. ABNACH IS CALLED IN STEUER VIA THE FLAG Q(69)=1
CALL : ABN ACH
DEFINE ABNACH<l REMARK 16.3.77 &






TYPE! 1 "+++ AUSWERTUNG ABKLINGMESSUNG lilI HD NACH GEHOLT lt l !
ALAR= 11 TEXT= ltAU
$U(3)lOPEN SAFILUCOPY ROll:SAFIL1( 1)
ABN =01 I FCEQCQC75 ) 1 1» ABN =1
IFCEQCABNI0» QC7S)=QC75)-1
WACHJAUSWABlQ(80)=SEC(W2)-SEC(Wl)+SECCW4)~SECCW3)
I F( EQ( ABNI 0» Q( 75) =Q( 75) + 1




RLCPS( Q( 61) 10)': I F( GE( Q( 44) 1 1» GOTO ABNEX
ABN01: Q(75)=Q(75)+llWACHlPEAVERJABN=0lQ(S3)=0lRLCPS(QC61)10)




I FC EQ( SENSE( 6) 1 1» TYPE!I ,,*** u 1$TIME; CP= U GOTO ABN2
GOTO ABN 1
ABN EX : I Fe EQCQ( 44) 1 1» Q( 48 ) =0; Q( 69 ) =0
MES1=Q(44)lTAPE(2)
ABN2: $U(3);COPY SAFIL1(1):ROlllERASE SAFILI




PROGRAt'1 FOR SPECTRUM EVALUATION1WRlTES THE RESULT IN ARRAY ROll.
THE EVALUTION IS MADE IN TWO STEPS: 1. QUARTER" THEN 2. QUARTER OF
THE ~1CA IS tl1RITTEN TO ARRAY SPEC vlITH AN OVERLAPPING OF 30 CHANNELS.
IN CASE OF k~ EXCESSIVE CHANNEL DRIFT" A FLAG IS SET FOR NEW CALIBRA-
TION" READING TIME OF ~CA IS STORED IN Q(ö0)
CALL: AUSWER
K= WINDOW COUNTER
X= ARRAY ADDRESS FOR ROI 1
ISUPK= CONTENT PEAK + BACKGROUND
DPK= DELTA PEAK CONTENT
MAXI= ADDRESS WITH MAXIMUM CH~~NEL CONTENT
NL= NUMBER OF CHANNELS LEFT OF THE PEAK MA..XIMUM
NR= NUMBER OF CHANNELS RI GHT OF THE PEAK MAXIMUM
NUEB= N,UMBER OF CiiANNELS ABOVE HALF VALUE
LKN= LAST CHANNEL (1024 OR 1054)
Fr- PRECISE CHANNEL POSITION
HW= HALF VALUE
DEFINE AUSWER<l REMARK 7.12.77 &
LOCAL K"KK"X"I"ISUPK"DPK"NL"NR"NUEB"M"MAXI"T"R"N
LOCAL LOOP"LKN"STAT"KONZ"HW"A"B"C"J
$U(3)10PEN SAFIL21COPY ROI2:SAFIL2( l)lERASE R012
DIMENS SPEC( 1054)lQ(96)=Q(66)1$!(3)
CONTROL "D00FB"'; A= $T IME' CONTROL"D001 B"J TRANSFER( SPEC" I" 1024" - 1>
CONTROL "C00FB"J B= $Tl ME; CONTROL "C 13A@'" ROll ( 1):: SPEC( I)
I Fe LE( Q( 2 b RO I 1( 1) » Q( 2) =RO I 1( 1)
Q(3)5Q(2)-ROII(I)JT=17JDO(5)<Q(T)=Q(T)*Q(64)'T=T+l>
T=l'DO(35)<T=T+1JROI1(T)=Q(T»,ROI1(9)=Q(42)
IF(EQ(ROI 1( 15b2)+EQ(ROI1( 15h20» Q(96)=Q(67)
I F ( E Q( RO I 1( 15 ) " 3 ) + EQ( RO I 1( 15) " 3 0» Q ( 9 6) =Q( 68 )
A=SEC(B)-SEC(A)JI=17JJ=0JK=lJLOOP=0JLKN=1024JKK=0








IF(EQ(N I 0» N=l
R=R/N' R=R+J+MAXI
I F( 0E( ABS( R- RO I 1(X + 1) ) 1 Q( 8 2) ) *GT( RO I 1( X+2) 1 0» Q( 4 1) =Q( 4 6)
RO I 1( X+3) =RJ RO I 1( X+4) =RO I 1( 10 ) * R* R+RO I 1( 11) *R+RO I 1( 12)
NR=lJNL=l
RECHTS: lFeGT(MAXI+NR+l"LKN» TYPEl,,"+++ PEAK"IK,," RECHTS"JGOTO. LINKS
STAT=SPEC(MAXI+NR+l)+2*SQRT(SPEC(MAXI+NR+1»
IF(GT(SPEC(MAXI+NR)"STAT» NR=NR+l'GOTO RECHTS




LINKS: IF(LT(MAXI-NL-l,l» TYPE!,"+++ PEAK",K," LINKS"JGOTO WEIT
STAT=SPEC(MAXI-NL-l)+2*SQRT(SPEC(MAXI-NL-1»
IF(GT(SPEC(MAXI-NL),STAT» NL=NL+IJGOTO LINKS
IF(LT(MAXI-NL-2,1» TYPE1,"+++ PEAK",K," LINKS"JGOTO WEIT
STAT=SPEC(MAXI-NL-2)+2*SQRT(SPEC(MAXI-NL-2»
IF(GT(SPEC(MAXI-NL),STAT» NL=NL+IJGOTO LINKS







RO 1 1(X +9 ) =CNU EB+ 1) *RO 1 1( 11)
IF(LECSPEC(MAXI-NL),SPEC(MAXI+NR») M=I.9*SPEC(MAXI-NL)JGOTO Ul
M=SPEC(MAXI-NL)+SPEC(MAXl+NR)




I Fe EQ( RO I 1(X +7) , 0» RO 1 1(X +7) =1
ROll(X+10)=DPK*112J0/ROIl(X+7)
RO I 1 (X + 12 ) =RO I 1(X +5 ) *Q( 9 6)
KONZ=ROIl(X+12)*Q(97)*ABS(ROIl(X+17»*ROIl( 1>
IF(EQCKONZ,0» KONZ=10t-90
RO I 1CX+ 11) =CRO I 1CX+7) *3 • 7* 10 t 10) / K0NZ
ROIICX+13)=(OPK*3.7*10t10)/KONZ
LOPEX: IF(GT(K,Q(13»)GOTO AUSEX
IF(EQ(KK, I» KK=0;00TO AUSW2
K=K+l
AUSW2: I F( NE(LOOP, U ) GOTO AU S'W 1
M=1;LKN=1054;OO(30)<SPEC(M)=SPEC(M+994)JM=M+l>
CONTROL "E00Fs u J B= $TI ME; CONTROL "E00I BU ; TRANSFER( SPEC, 31, 1024.. - 1>
CONTROV'C00FS"J CONTROL uc 13A@"J C= $T I ME
Q(80)=A+SECCC)-SECCB)JJ=994JLOOP=2JGOTO AUSWI
fVSEX: ERASE SPEC
DIMENS ROI2(3012J)J$UC3)JCOPY SAFIL2(1):ROI2;ERASE SAFIL2
$F( 112J>J TYPE l>
A20
AUSWAB
PROGRAM FOR EVALUATION OF DECAY ~1EASUREMENTS; WRITES THE RESUL.,T IN
AB.RAY HOll. THE EVALUTION 15 11ADE IN T\oJO lX-STEPS WITH AN OVER-
LAPPING TAXING PLACE OF 30 CHANNELS. THE SPECTRA ARE aEAD FROM
CASSETTE BY MEANS OF SPORG.
CALL: AUSWAB
X= WINDOW COUNTER
X= ARRAY ADDRESS FOR ROll
ISUPX= CONTENT PEAK + BACKGROUND
DPK= DELTA PEAK CONTENT
MAXI= ADDRESS WIT~ MAXIMUM CHANNEL CONTENT
NL= NUMBER OF CHANNELS LEFT OF THE PEAK MAXIMUM
NR= NUMBER 0 F CHANNELS RI GHT OF THE PEAK MAXI MUM
NUEB= NUMBER OF CHANNELS ABOVE HALF VALUE
LKN= LAST CHANNEL C1024'OR 1(54)
R= PRECISE CHA\JNEL POSITION
HW= HALF VALUE




KK=0J$U(3)JOPEN SAFIL2;COPY ROI2:SAFIL2Cl)JERASE R012




lFeEQCROllC 15)12)+EQCROll( 15h20» Q(96)=QC67)
1F( EQCRO 1 1( 15 ) I 3) +EQ( RO 1 1( 15 ) I 30» QC9 6 ) =Q( 68 )
AVSW1: X=I*K+28JIF(GE(KI16»GOTO AUSEX
I F' ( LE( RO I 1CX+ 15 b f2l) ) GO T0 L0PEX
IF(GE(ROI lCX+l)" 1(10)*EQ(LOOPI0» LOOP=lJXI{=1JGOTO LOPEX





RO I 1( X+3 ) == RJ RO I 1( X+4) =RO I 1C10) * R* R+ HO I 1( 11) * R+ RO 1 1( 12 )
NR=lJNL==l
RECHTS: I Fe GT <r1AX I +NR+ 11 LXN» TYPE! 1"+++ PEAK"I XI" RECHT S"J GOTO LI NXS
STAT=SPEK(MAXI+NR+l)+2*SQRT(SPEK(MAXI+NR+1»
IF'CGT(SPEKCMAXI+NR)ISTAT» NR=NR+1JGOTO RECHTS




LINKS: lFeLTCMAXI-NL-l,l» TYPE!,"+++ PEAK",K," I..INKS"JGOTO WEIT
STAT=SPEKeMAXI-NI..-l)+2*SQRTCSPEK(MAXI-NI..-1»
IF(GTCSPEKeMAXI-NI..),STAT» NL=NL+IJGOTO LINKS










ROI leX+9)=CNUEB+l>*ROI 1( 11)






I FCEQeRO I 1CX+7) , 0» RO I 1( X+7) = 1
ROIICX+10)=DPK*100/ROIICX+7)
RO I lC X+ 12 >=RO I 1(X +5 >* QC9 6)
XONZ=ROI lCX+12>*QC97>*ABSCROI lCX+17»*ROI 1( 1)
IFCEQeKONZ,0» KONZ=10t-90









CONTROL "C 13A@"J GOTO AUSW 1




PERFORMS PEAK COMPARISION OF THE ARRAYS ROll AND ROI2 AND DISPLAYS
niE LOG •. IF THE DIFFERENCE OF THE ACTIVITY CONCENTRATION EQUALS
niE ACTIVITY CONCENTRATION IN ROllI AN ADDITIONAL MESSAGE IS
GIVEN BECAUSE OF CONSIDERABLE CHANGES ALTHOUGH IT IS SURPRESSED IF







DI MEN S H(l 6); K= U I:::: 17; RO 1 1( 37) = 0 J RO 1 1( 38 ) :::: 0
X=1*K+28;IF(LT(ROIl(X+l7)10»GOTO PEl
RO 1 1( 37) = RO I 1( 37) + RO I 1(X + 7) J RO 1 1( 38 ) := RO 1 1( 38) +RO 1 1(X + 11 )
IF(LT(KIROI1(l3») K=K+1JGOTO PE0
1 F ( E Q( RO 1 1( 1) I 0» RO 1 1( 1) := 1
1 F ( E Q( RO 1 2 ( 1 ) I 0» RO 1 2 ( 1):: 1
1=40;TYPE!;DO(25)<TYPE...... >;TYPEII!" !
DO(20)<TYPE" ">;TYPE"MESSPROTOKOLL"
IF(EQ(ROI1( 14),,5» TYPE" (",,$I(2)+ROI1(5),,". ABKLINGMESSUNG )"
IFeEQ010I1( 14),,3)+EQ(ROI1( 14),,7» TYPE" (' SONDERMESSUNG )"
IF(NE(DEF(ALAR)"l)*NE(DEF(TEXT)" 1»GOTO PEA0
TYPE U DO (21) <TYPE" ">I TYPE"(NACHTRAG)"
TYPE!" !JDATAUS;TYPE1,,!
1 F( EQ( Q( 37)" 1» TYPE"N U L LEI S TUN G""!,, 1
$1 (4)lTYPE"SPEKTRUMS NR. =""ROI1(4),,!1 1;$1(3)
TYPE"DIE MESSUNG WURDE IN KOLL1MATORSTELLUNG""ROl1(15)
TYPE" DURCH GEFUEHRT"" 1I I" "EI CHFAKTOREN: "" ! I $F"( 10)
TYPE"A:: ""ROll(10h" B:: ""ROll(l1>,," C:: ""ROI1Cl2>..1.,l
TYPE"STARTZEIT := "JUHRAUS(ROl1(9)" 1>
1 FC NE( DEF( ALAR)" 1) *NEC DEF( TEXT)" 1) ) GOTO PEA02
$I (2);TYPE" (VOM""ROI l(6)" ... ""ROll(7)" .....,,$1(4)+ROll(8),,") ..
TYPE!" 1J $ Fe 10)
TYPE"TRUETIME :: "I ROI 1(2) I" S"" !
TYPE"LIVETIME:: ""ROI l( 1)1" S"I!
TYPE"DEADTIME:: ""ROI 1(3),," S""II 1
TYPE"WAEHREND DER AUFNAHME DES SPEKTRUMS WURDEN FOLGENDE"
TYPE" WERTE GEMESSEN"" I" 1
DO( 19)<TYPE" ">lTYPE"M!TTEL
TYPE"MAXI MAL MI NI MAL"" 1
TYPE"REAKTORLEI STUNG •• ; $F( 6); K= 17
DO( 5) <TYPE ROI 1(K)" " ,,; K=K+ 1>; TYPE"MW"" I" "PRAEZI P-ZAEHLR. "
$!(B);DO(S)<TYPE ROl1CK),," "lK=K+1>JTYPE" IMP/S"
TYPEI"I"lJIF(EQ(Q(6S>..0)*EQ(Q(75h 1»GOTO PEA04




TYPE"KEIN PEAKVERGLEICH" DA ERSTES SPEKTRUM."" 1"IJGOTO PEA4
DO( 20) <TYPE" ">J TYPE"PEAKVERGLEI CH"" I" 1
$I (4); TYPE"DES SPEKTR.NR."" ROI 1 (4); $1 (2)' lTYPE" VOM "














UH RAU S ( RO I 1<9 ) I 1 ) J $1 ( 4); TY PE I I "M I T S P EK TR • NR..." RO I 2 ( 4) J $I ( 2)
TYPE" VOM "" ROI 2( 6) I"."" ROI 2( 7),,". "I $1 (4) +ROI2( 8)
TYPE" ST ARTZ EI T "J UHRAUS CRO I 2( 9)., 1> J $1 (4)
TY P EI" I,," I .. ,: 00 ( 70) <TY PE"- .1> ; TY PE" I .. " I,," I ,,; 00 ( 13 ) <TY PE" " >
TYPE"I MESSWERTE ZU NR."IROIl(4)1" 1 DIFFERENZEN N11.."
TYPE ROI 1(4),," - NR.",,11.OI2(4),,1I I"" I" "I";OO(70)<TYPE"... ">
TYPE"I"" 1,,"1 NR.I NUCLID 1 AKTIV.KONZ. 1 REL.FEHI"
1YPE" AKTIV.KONZ. I FEHLER (ABS.) 1",,1,,"1 I"JDO(S)<TYPE" ">
TYPE"I <I/S*CCM) I (~) I (l/S*CCM) I (1/S*CCM)
TYPE I" "I"J 00 ( 70) <TYPE"- ">; TYPE" I"
K=lJI=17
X=I*K+28JIF(LE(ROIl(X+l),,0»GOTO PEA5
$I(2)JTYPEI,,"I ""KI" I "JTYPES ROll(X+14)
$EJTYPE" X""R011(X+l1)1" I "JFORM(ROI1(X+10),,3,,2)
TYPE" 1 11 ; $EJ TYPE ROll (X+ 11) -ROI 2(X+ 11),," 1"
FEH = S Q11.T ( RO I 1(X + 13) * RO I 1( X + 13) +RO 1 2 ( X+ 13 ) * RO I 2 ( X+ 13) )
TYPE FEHl" I"
01 F=ROI 1(X+ 11) -R012(X+ ·11)
IF(GE(DIF,,0» Z=ROIg(X+l1)
I F< LT ( 01 F" 0» Z=RO I 1(X + 11>
IF(LT(ABS(DIF)IZ»GOTO PEA5




$EJTYPEII"1 SUMME 1""ROl 1(38)1" I
TYPE ROl 1(38)-ROI2(38),," I
DO( 70) <TyPE..... ">; TYPE"I"
K=lJI=17;TYPEI" I" "UEBER FOLGENDE FENSTER WURDE SUMMIERT:"" I
DOCROl1(13»<X=I*K+28JIF(GT(ROIl<X+17).,0» TYPE $I(2)+K,,"; "
K=K+I>JTYPEI" I" I
K= I·; 00 (ROll ( 13» <1 F(NE(H( K)" 0» H( 16) = 1
K=K+l>
IF<NE(H( 16)11»GOTO PEA4
00 ( 25) <TYPE"= "> J TYPE" ACHTUNG .. J 00 ( 25) <TYPE"= ">
TYPEI,,"BEI FOLGENDEN PEAKS TRATEN GROSSE AENDERUNGEN AUF"" I
TYPE I" "NR. AENDERUN GSFAKTO R"
K=1;OO(ROl1(13»<lF(EQ(HCK)10»GOTO PEA6
TYPEI,,$I(2)+K,," ";$E;TYPE H(K)
K=K+ 1> J TYPE I" 11 !
DO( 25) <TYPE""'''>



















MESPRO<J REMARK 26.8.77 &
LOCAL I~K~X~Y
TYPEI~ !JDO(25)<TYPE"-">JTYPE!~!
$I(4)JTYPE" MESSDATEN ZU SPEKTR.NR."~ROI l(4)~"
$ I ( 2) J TY P E RO I 1 ( 6) ~ ". " ~ RO I 1( 7 ) ~ ". "~ $ I ( 4) + RO I 1 ( 8 ) ~ ! ~ !
TYPE"STARTZEIT = "JUHRAUS(ROI 1(9)~ I)
TYPEI~ !~'~TRUETH1E = "~ROI 1(2)~" S"~!
TYPE"LIVETIME = "~ROI I( I)~" S"~!
TYPE"DEADTIME = "~ROI 1(3)~" S"~!~!
X= 1JI = 17 J TYPE "U)::BER FOLGENDE FENSTER WURDE SU ..1MI ERT: "~ !
DO(ROI I( 13»<X=I*K+28JIF(GT(ROI I(X+17)~eJ»TYPE $I(2)+J{~"J "
K=K+ I>J TYPE! ~ !J $I ( 1(3)
TYPE"Sm'11'1E PEAXINHALT. ="~ ROll (37) ~" It1PULSE."~ I
$EJTYPE"Sm1ME AKTI.KONZ. ="~ROI 1(38)~" I/S*CCI'1"~!~ I
TYPE"I"JDO(68)<TYPE"-">JTYPE"I"JTYPE!~"I"JDO(24)<TYPE" ">
1= 17 J K= 1
TYPE"AUSGEWERTETE FENSTER"JDO(24)<TYPE" ">JTYPE"1"~!
TYPE"I "J DO ( 68) <TYPE"- ">J TYPE"1" ~ !
TYPE"I NR. I GENAUE I ENERGI E I UNTER- I SI GNAL. I XZ."
TYPE"! IHIB ! REL. I" ~ !
TYPE"1 1 KANAL- I (KEV) I GRUND
TYPE"I (!{EV) I FEHL.ER 1"~ !
TYPE"I I L.AGE I
TYPE"I I no I"~ !
TYPE"I"JDO(68)<TYPE"-">JTYPE"1"~ !
X=K*1+28J1F(L.E(R011(X+15)~0»GOTO L.3
$I(2)JTYPE"I "~K~" I "
FORM(ROI I(X+3)~4~2)JTYPE" I "
FORM( ROll (X+4) ~ 4~ 2); TYPE" I "
$l(8)JTYPE ROI1(X+6)~" I "~R011(X+7)~" 1 "
$1(2)JTYPE ROI1(X+8)~" 1 "
FO RM ( RO 1 1(X +9 ) ~ 2 ~ 2) J TY PE" 1 "
FORM(ROll(X+10)~3~2)JTYPE" l"~!
IF(LT(K~ROlI( 13») K=K+1JGOTO L.I
TYPE;"I"JDO(68)<TYPE"-">JTYPE"I"~!~ 1~"1"JDO(57)<TYPE"-">
TYPE"I";I=l7;K=1
TYPEI~"I FORTS.AUSW.FENSTER I"JDO( 12)<TYPE" ">
TYPE"T ABEL.LEN\~ERTE" J DO ( 11) <TY PE" "> J TYPE" I"
TYPE!~"I"JDO(20)<TYPE"-">JTYPE"I"JDO(36)<TYPE"-">JTYPE"1"~!
TYPE"I NRoI AKTIV.KONZ. I NUCL.ID 1 ENERGIE I HWZ 1"
TYPE" ABUND.l"~!
TYPE"l I ( 11 S*CCt1)
TY PE" ( %) I "~ ! ~ "I "
DO ( 213 ) <TY PE" - "> J TY PE" 1 "J DO ( 36) <TY PE" - "> J TY PE" I "~ I
X=K*I+28JIF(LE(ROII(X+15)~13»GOTO L6
$I(2)JTYPE"I "~K~" I"J$EJTYPE ROlI(X+ll)~" 1 "
TYPES ROlI(X+14)~" 1 "JFORM(ROI 1(X+15)~4~3)JY=ABS(ROII(X+17»














RtADS OUT.3 WINDO'..rS SET IN TdE MCA (CALIBRATION PEAKS> INTO THE
ARRAY EI F.
CALL: FENAUS










EI f( I ) =KANAL+ 1
RH1 GH=!'! I GH
KANAL=KANAL+RH 1 G:-i+ 1









KNZ=EI F< 48) + 1







KK=KK+ 1; I =1 +51>
GOTO LR012
LRO I 1: TYPE! ~ "KEI NE FENSTER GESETZ T !!!"
LROI2: CONTROL lt Si21i21FS lt JCONTROL. lt C13A@ ltJB=$T1MEJE1F( 15)=Q( 15)
1FCGE(E1F( I)'Q(2») Q(2)=EIF( 1)





CALCULATES THE CALIBRATION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE QUADRATIC CALIBRATION
AND SETS THE ALARM FLAG Q(60) IN CASE THE QUADRATIC CALIBRATION FAC-
TOR GETS TOO GREAT.
Q(60)=01 CALIBRATION FACTOR GOOD
Q(60)=1 1 CALIBRATION FACTOR>=0.0001
Q(60)=21 CALIBRATION FACTOR>=0.00001
BESIOESI NEW WINDOW ADDRESSES ARE CALCULATED FOR THE PEAKS TO BE
EVALUATEO.
CALL: EIKOF






























IF(EQ(N I 0» N=I*10t-99
EI F( 11) =Z/N
EIF( 12)=EI-EIF( 10)*Rl*RI-EIF( 11)*Rl
I =0.; 00 ( 3 ) <Q( 10+I ) =ElF< 10+I ) J I :: I + 1>J Q( 60) :: 0
I F( GE ( AB S( Q( 10) ) 1 0 • 00 1» Q( 60 ) =2
IF(GE(ABS(Q( 10»10.0001» Q(60)=1
R=17JX=1
EI C2: X=R*K+28J GZ=0
I F( LE( RO I 1(X + 15) 1 0) ) GO TO EI C3
IF<EQ(EIF< 10)10» EIF( 10)=1*10t-99
Z=EIF( 1l>/(2*EIF< 10»JY=EIF( 12)-ROI I(X+15)JY=Y/EIF( 10)
N=Z*Z-YJIF(GE(NI0»GOTO EICS









TYPEI,"+++ FENSTER NR. '',$I(2)+K,'' AUSSERHALB, KEINE"
TYPE"AENDERUNG", !1 GOTO EI C3
VZ = 1J I F CLT CRO I 1CX+ 2 >, 0 >> VZ=- 1
IFCGTCROI1CX+l>+ABSCROIlCX+2>/2>,2048» GZ=1




TYPEI,"+++ FENSTER NR. ",$1(2)+K," NUR NOCH ",ROIICX+2)






CAUSES LOG PRINTOUT FOR CALIBRATION MEASUREMENT" POSSIBLY ALARM MESSAGE










EI PRO<; REM AfU< 23.9.77
LO CAL I" K
TYPE!;DO(2S)<TYPE"-">;TYPE!"!,, I
DO ( 20) <TYPE" ">; TYPE"EI CHPROTOKOLL'~
IF(NE(DEF(ALAR)"I)*NE(DEFCTEXT)"l»GOTO EIP02
TYPE!; DO (21) <TYPE" ">; TYPE"( NACHTRAG) "
TYPE!" !;DATAUS1TYPE!" I
I F ( EQ( Q( 37) " 1 » TY PE" N U L LEI S TUN G""!,, 1
$l(4)lTYPE"SPEKTRUMS NR. =""EIF(4),,"
TYPE"EICtiUNG NR. =""EIF(5)"!,, !J$I(3)
TYPE"DI E EI CrtUNG l;]URDE IN KOLLU1ATORSTELLUNG"" EI FC 200) J $FC 10)
TYPE" DURCH GEFUEHRT"" I" I" "EI CrlPEAKS CQUADRAT I SCHE EI CHUN G) "
1= 11 K= 0; DO ( 3) < $ I ( 2) ; TYPE! " "PEAK "" I" " "
FORM(EIFC96+K),,4,,2)JTYPE" KEV J "
FORM(EIFC95+K),,4,,2)lTYPE" KANAL"JK=K+SIJl=I+l>JTYPEI"ll$FC 10)·




TYPE"TRUETIME = ""EIFC2b" S",,!
TYPE"LIVETIME = ""EIFC 1),," 5",,1
TYPE"DEADTIME = ""EIFC3b" S""I"I
T'fPE'HNAEHREND DER AUFNAHME DES SPEKTRUMS WURDEN FOLGENDE"
TYPE" WERTE GEMESSEN"" I" I
DO(19)<TYPE" ">;TYPE"MITTEL
TYPE"MAX I MAL MI NI MAL"" 1
TYPE"REAKTORLEISTUNG ''J$F(6);K=17
DOCS)<TYPE EIF(K),," ";KOllK+l>JTYPE"MW"" I" "PRAEZIP-ZAEHLR. "
$I(8)JDOCS)<TYPE EIFCK).," ";K=K+l>;TYPE" IMP/S""I"I" !;$I(4)
TYPE"DI E NEUEN EI CHFAKTOREN GELTEN AB SPEKTRUM NR. "" QC 16)
TYPE!" !J $FC 10)
TYPE"EICHFAKTOREN:""!,, !
IFCEQ(EIFCS)"I»GOTO EIP01
TYPE"ALT: A = ""EIF(43).,"
TYPE EIFC4Sb!





TYPEI" I" !,," ACH TUN G"
TYPE!" I" "EI CHFAKTOR A BEDENKLI CH GRO SS !! 1"
GOTO EIP3
TYPEI" !;DO(2)<TYPEI,,"A L ARM ";DOC IS)<TYPE "_li>
TYPE" A L ARM ";DOC IS)<TYPE "-">;TYPE " A L A R Mit>
TYPE I" 11 "EI CHFAKTOR A ZU GROSS 1 1 I"











CALL i . COUNT ( AI B)
A= COUNTER ADDRESS
B= COUNTING TIME IN SECONDS (MIN. 10 S)
WRITES RESULT OF ADDRESS 41 TO Q(50) (PRECIPITATOR COUNTING RATE)
AND RESULT OF ADDRESS 42 TO Q(51) (REACTOR POWER)
DEFINE COUNT<; REMARK 21.10.76 &















Q..l: I FC LT<UHRM I 60» GOTO CL2
UHRM=UHRM- 60
UHRH:aUHRH+ 1
















roR MEASUREMENT OF RL AND PCPS. FORMS AN AVERAGE VALUE, RETAINS
THE INI'TAL, FINAL., MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES DURING THE MEASURE-
MENT AND SETS THE EVENT FLAG Q(44) AS A FUNCTION OF THE MEASURED
RESULTS OF RL AND PCPS.
CALL: Q( 53) =AJ RLCPS( Q( 61), B)
A.=r2J, DEL.ETE ALL VALUES
9=0, RETAIN MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES, COTINUE AVERAGING
9=1, SET INITIAL VALUE
8=2, SET FI NAL VALUE
FLAG Q( 44)
=13, NO EVENT
=1, RL<Q(61), START DECAY MEASUREMENT
=2, RL>Q(83), START SPECIAL MEASUREMENT
=3, PCPS>Q(84), START SPECIAL MEASUREMENT


























POSITIONS THE COLLIMATOR~ Q(15) POINTS TO THE TARGET.
CALL: F'AHR( A)
~0# MOVES THE COLLIMATOR AS A FUNCTION OF THE INTEGRAL COUNTING RATE
TO POSITION 1#2 OR 3 AND DEFINES THE MEASURING TIME FOR THE MCA.
~1#2 OR 3J MOVES COLLIMATOR IN TKE RESPECTIVE POSITION.
TIME OF, ARRlVAL IS ENTERED IN Q(45).: Q(45)=-1 IF COLLIMATOR IS
ALREADY IN TARGET POSITION.: Q(45) IS CHECKED IN MCACOL.
DEFINE FAHR<': REMARK 18.8.77 &
LOCAL ZIEL
Q( 1) =Q( 39).: ZI EL=ARG( 1)' ACT (a 1) 2
IF(NE(ZIEL~0»GOTO FAI







FA2: IF(EQ(ZIEL~ 1» ACT(81)9
IF(EQ(ZIEL~2» ACT(6l>8
IF(EQ(ZIEL#3» ACT(81)8':ACT(81)9
TYPE' ~ "+++ KOLLI MATOR FAEHRT"
Q(4S)=SEC($TIME)+1213,Q(4S)=TIME(Q(4S»
FA3: $ F< 10)J Q( 15) =ZIEL> '
A32
HCACOL
STARTS THE MCA AND CHECKS VI A Q( 45) WHETHER COLLI MATOR HAS BEEN
CORRECTLY POSITIONED. 11' AN ERROR OCCURS IN TiiE COLLlt1ATOR..
Q( 15 ) = Q( 15 ) * 10 •
CALL: MCACoL ( A.. B)
A= MEASUR1NG TIME IN SECONDS
8=121 .. NO START .. CHECK COLLIMATOR ONLY
13= 1.. CHECK COLL1 MATOR AND, START
Ft.AG Q( 45)
>=121.. COLLIMATOR MOVES .. CHECK MOVING TIME
=-1 .. COLLIMATOR AT TARGET
=- 2.. COLLIMATOR AT TARGET .. ['1EASUREt1ENT ST ARTED
=-3 .. COLLIMATOR DEFECTED .. MESSAGE
=-4.. CpLL I MATOR DEFECTED.. ;1EASURE~1ENT STARTED.. l1ESSAGE
THE TYPE 01' MEASURE11ENT STARTED lS PRINTED OUT AS A FUNCTION 01'
Q(44)J THE MCA HALF IS SELECTED VIA Q(43).
DEFINE MCACOL<J REMARK 12.9.77 &
LOCAL X .. Y
I 1'( EQ( Q( 44) .. 1) *LE( Q( 45) .. - 3» GOTO MC2
IF(EQ(Q(45) .. -1)*EQ(ARG(2) .. i21»GOTO MC04
IF(SQ(Q(45) .. -1» Q(45)=-2JGOTO MC2
MC1: IF{GE(Q{45) .. $T1ME)*EQ(SENSE(3) .. I2I»GOTO MG1
IF(EQ(SENSE(3) .. 1)*EQ(ARG(2) .. i21» Q{45)=-lJGOTO MCi214
1F(EQ(SENSE(3) .. I2I)*EQ(ARG(2) .. I2l» Q(45)=-3JGOTO MC4
IF(EQ(SENSE(3) .. I2I» Q{45)=-41GOTO MC2
Q(45)=-2
MC 2: Y =ARG( 1) J X= 121 1 I I' ( NE ( Q( 44)" 1» Q( 43 ) = 2
MC3: IF(GE(Y.. 1121» Y=Y/10JX=X+1J GOTO MC3 '
Y=IP(Y)JCONTROL Q(43) .. "I2II21FB"lCONTROL Q(43) .... I2II21KB"lWAITD
CONTROL Q{43) .. Y .. X .. "A@"lQ(9)=$TIME1Q(1i210)=-1
1F(LE(Q(4S) .. -3»GOTO ~C4
MC 0 4 : I F( GE ( Q( 15 ) .. 1121» Q( 15 ) = Q( 15 ) 1 10
TYPE! .. "+++ XOLLH1ATOR IN STELLUNG " .. $l( 1)+Q( 15);GOTO MC5
~1C4: IFCGE(Q( 15) .. 10» Q{ 15)=Q( 15)/10
TYPEI .. IJDO(2121)<TYPE"=">;TYPE" KOLLII1ATOR DEFEJ<T fI
DO(20)<TYPE"=">JTYPEI .. "+++ KOLLIMATOR NICHT IN STELLUNG"
TYPE $I( l)+Q( 15) .... ANGEl<OM:1EN ! .... UQ( 15)=Q( 15)*1121
MC5: IF(EQ(ARG(2) .. I2I»GOTO MC7
IF(EQ(DEF(SO) .. 1» ERASE SOJTYPEI ....+++ SONDERMESSUNG"JGOTO MC6
IFCEQ(Q( 14) .. 2)*EQ(Q(59) .. I2I» TYPEt .. "+++ EICH11ESSUNG";GOTO MC6
IF(EQ(Q(44) .. I2I» TYPEt .. "+++ Nom1Al..NESSUNG"
IF(EQ(Q(44) .. 1» TYPEt .. "+++ " .. $I(2)+Q(48)+I ..... ABKLINm1ESSUNG"
IFCGT(Q(44) .. 1» TYPEI ....+++ SONDERt1ESSUNG"
~C6: TYPE" .. MESSZEITVORGABE =" .. $lC5)+ARG( 1) .. 11 S; "




WRITES THE DATE" SPECTRUM NUMBER" STARTING TIME" INITIAL" FINAL
AVERAGE" MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES OF RL ANO pcps" AS WELL AS THE
CALI BRAT I ON FACTORS IN THE FI RST 210 CHANNELS OF THE MCA. THEN THE
SPECTRUM I S WRI TTEN ON TAPE. SUBSEQUENTLY THE SpECTRUH 15 pUT ON
CASSETTE FOR LATER EVALUATION BY STEpS OF lK EACH. REAOING TIME
OF THE MCA IS pUT INTO THE VARIABLE Q(80).
CALL: MCLES
DEFINE MCLES<; REMARK 16.8.77 &
LO CAL X" Y" T" FL
SPEK( l(056)=SEC(Q(63»-SEC(SpEK(I1063»-Q(81O)
DIMENS W(19)JD~MENS H( 19)
Y= Q( 76); X= 10
MCL0: IF(GE(Y,,10» Y=Y/10JX=X+IJGOTO MCL0
Y= I I' ( Y) ; CO NT RO L Q( 7 1 )." "00 FB"
A=$TIME;CONTROL Q(71)""00IB";TRANSFER(H,, 1,,19,,-1)
I F( GE(H( 1)" SPEK( 1(356») SpEK( 1056)=H( 1)
SpEK( lro57)=SPEK( lro56)-H( 1)
T=2; DO( 14)<T.4(T)=SpEK( lro54+T);T=T+ 1>;W( 1>=H( 1); W( 11>=W( 11>* 10'4
W( lro)=W( 10)*113'8; IF(LT(W( 1(0),,13» W( l1O)=W( lro)*-I;W( 18)=1
W( 12)=W(12)*lro'4;IF(LT(W( 12>,,0» W( 12)=1.~( 12)*-1JW( 19)=1
W( 16)=SpEK( 11371>* 10ro1OHJ( 17)=SpEK( 1076);WC9)=WC9)/lro
CONTROL Q( 7 1>" "0roFB"; CONTROL QC 71 >" "00J B" J TRANSFER( W" I" 19" + 1)
LES= 1J z=ro; CONTROL Q( 71)" "00FB"J CONTROL Q( 71)" "100HS"J WAl TO
TypE"+++ ",,$I(2)+QC48),,". ABKLINGMESSUNGAUF TAPE" "
TYPE"SpEKTRUM NR. ",,$I(4)+Q(4),," / BAND NR. "JTypES Q(99)" I
CONTROL Q(71),,"roroFB";CONTROL Q(71)""00JB"JTRANSFER(H,, 1,,19,,+1)
$F(lro)JCONTROL Q(71),,"ro0fB";ERASE H"W
If(GT(Q(48),,3)*NE(Q(48),,6)*NE(Q(48),,7» Z=0;GOTO MCLI
CONTROL Q( 43)" y" X" uA@u; B= $T I ME; Z= SEC( B) -SEC( A)
MCLl: If(EQ(Q(71),,2» ALT=4;GOTO MCLZ
ALT=6
MCLZ: CONTROL ALT,,"00fB"JCONTROL ALT,,"0roIB"JA=$TIME
TRANSFER(SpEK"LES" 1024,,-I);CONTROL Q(43),,"00fB"
If(GT(Q(48),,3)*NE(Q(48),,6)*NE(Q(48),,7»GOTO MCL3
CONTROL Q( 43)" Y" X" "Ai"; B= $T IME; Z=Z+ SEC( B) - SEC( A)
MCL3: If(NE(LES"I»GOTO MCL4
S PO RG ( Q( 46 )" 1" 1)
A=lJDO(30)<SpEK(A)=SPEK(A+994);A=A+l>;ALT=ALT+l
LES=31JGOTO MCLZ
MCL4: SPORG(Q(46)"2,, I);ERASE @fL>
A34
TAPE
WRITES THE 2K-SPECTRUM ON TAPE
CALL,: TAPE( A)
A=0~ NORMAL ,ROUTINE~ lJlRITES IN THE FIRST 20 CHANNELS OF THE MCA
THE DATE~ INITIAL~ FINAL~ AVERAGE~ MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES
OF RL AND PCPS AS WELL AS THE CALIBRATION FACTORS. THEN THE
SPECTRUM IS WRITTEN ON TAPE. READING TIME OF THE MCA TO Q(80).
A=I OR 2~ IS USED IN CASE OF PROGRAM INTERRUPTIONJ PUTS ADDITIONAL
SPECTRUM ON TAPE~ PREVENTS THE ADVANCEMENT OF DATE~ IF NECESSARY~
STARTS THE MCA FOR THE NEXT MEASUREMENT. A=1 IS USED IN THE
ROUTINES Nom1ES~ SONDER AND EI CHEN AND~ DEPENDING ON THE SEQUENCE
INDEX~ IT CAUSES \oJRITING OF THE INTERRUPTED MEASUREMENT ON THE
AL AR I TO ALAR5 ALARM FILES.
DEHNE TAPE<J REI1AR;-{ 5.10.77 &
IF(EQ(ARG( I)~ 1» Q(88)=Q(72HQ( 100)=-IIGOTO TA3
IF(NE(ARG( 1)~0)') Q(88)=Q(72HQ( 1(0)=-IJGOTO TAS
DH1ENS H( 19)IDIMENS W( 19HLOCAL I~A~B
CONTROL "300FB" 1 A= $T 1l'1EI CO NTROL "B00I B" 1TRA:~ SFER( H~ 1~ 19 ~ - I)
Q(4)=Q(4)+IJIF(EQ(DEF(EIF)~I» Q(S)=Q(S)+1
Q(2)=SEC(Q(63»-SEC(Q(42»
I = 1J 00 ( 1S ) < '~l ( I ) = Q( I ) 1 I = I + I > 1 \\1 ( 1) =H ( I ) 1 'IJ ( 1 I ) == W( 1 1) * 1f2l t 4
IF<LE(Q(2)~H( 1») Q(2)=H( 1)
\V< 3)=Q( 2) -H( 1)
'vI( 1(3)=1.01'( 1(3)*10tSJlF(LT(W( 113b0» W( 1(3)=\V< IIOH-IJ'Il1( 18)=1
'11 ( 12) =IV< I 2 ) * 110 t 4 1 I F ( L T Ol( I 2 ) ~ 0» W( 12) = W( I 2) * - lJ W( 19 ) = 1
W( 16)=Q( 17)*Q(64)*1131313JW( 17)=Q( 22>JW(9)==W(9)/ 10
CONTROL "B13I2lFB" J CONTROL "B00J B" J TRAN SFERn.] ~ I ~ 19 ~ + 1)
CONTROL "Bf2l13FB"J CONTROL "B00HB" J WAl T 0
CONTROL "B130FB" J CO~JTROL "B00J B"1 TRANSFER( H~ 1~ 19 ~ + 1) 1 CONTROL "B0I2lFB"
CONTROL"C13A@"IB=$TIMEIQ(813)=SEC(B)-SEC(A)
$I(4)JIF(EQ(DEF(EIF>~I»GOTO TAl
TYPEI~ l~"+++ SPEKTRU11 NR."~vl(4)JGOTO TA2
TAl: TYPE I ~ I ~ "+++ EI CH SPEKTRUM NR." ~ W( 4) ~" I" ~ W( S)
TA2: TYPES" AUF TAPE / BAND NR. "~Q( 99) ~ !




TA4: CONTROL"B00FB"J Q( 63)=$TIMEI CONTROL"B00iiB"IWAITD
Z=SEC(Q(63»-SEC(Q(9»;TYPEI~"+++SPEKTRUM AUF TAPE / "
TYPES"BAND NR. "~Q(99)~ l~"+++ KEINE"
TYPE" BEARBEITUNG~MESSZEIT= ""Z~" S"" l~"+++ STARTZEIT "
UHRAUS(Q(9)~I)JTYPE!IGOTO TA6
TA5: Q( 4) = Q( 4) + 11 CONTROL"CI2l0FB"J Z= $T I MEJ CONTROL "CI2lI2lHB" I WAl TD
TA6: IF(EQ(Q(44bl» Q(48)=0JQ(43)=3JFAHR(I2l)JMCACOL(4012l"I)JGOTO TAI2l6
FAHR(0)IIF(EQ(Q(4S)~-1» MCACOL(Q(l)"I)JGOTO TA06
GOTO TAB
TAI2l6: Q( S3) =l2l I RL CPS( Q( 6 1)" 1)
TA8: Q(44)=MESIJIF(EQ(ARG(I)~2»GOTOTA9
I F( LE( Q( Kb 1» GOTO TAEND
IF(GE(Q(K)~5)+EQ(K~S9)+LE(Q(K)~2»GOTOTA9
IF<EQ(Q(65),,0» Q(65)=lJNOMORG( 1" l)IGOTO TA9
ROI 1(412l)=Q(65)JQ(89)=Q(B9)+11ALORG(Q(89)~1)
TA9: $I(4)1TYPEI~ !~"+++ ZUSAETZLICHES SPEKTRUM UNTER NR=""Q(4)I$F(10)
TYPES" AUF TAPE / BAND NR. ""Q(99)
TYPEI,"+++ STARTZEIT "JUHRAUS(Q(90)"1) ,




'..mI TES THE FI RST HALF OF THE MCA ON THE X-Y-PLOTTER., CONTROLS VIA
PLOTTER INTERFACE AND EXTERNAL INTERRUPT IN DATANIM BEFOR OUTPUT


















CONTROL "B00FB"J I F( GE( PLOT2~ 2» GOTO PL 10
CONTROL"G013GB"JGOTO TESI
B= 13J 00 (4131313) < B= B+ 1> J CONTROL "B130FB"J 00 ( 513) < B=B+ 1>
CONTROL "BeJ13GB"J PLOT 1=ROI 1(4)
ACT(81)13JIF(EQ(SENSE(6)~I2l»GOTOPL9
$I(4)JTYPEI~"+++ SPEKTRUM NR.",PLOTIJGOTO PL8
$I(4)JTYPE!~"+++ EICHSPEKTRUM NR."~EIF(4),lt J",EIF(5)
TYPE" AUF X-Y-SCHREIBER"~ IJ$F( 10)
PLOT1=SEC($TIME)+613eJJPLOT1=TIME(PLOT1)
Q(53)=13JRLCPS(Q(61)~13)




CONTROL lt B013FS'" GOTO PL9
TYPEIJDO(213)<TYPE lt m lt >JTYPE" X-Y-SCHREIBER DEFEKT tt
00 ( 20) <TYPE"= "> J TYPE!J GOTO PL6
TYPE IJ DO( 10) <TYPE":">J TYPE" X-V-SCHREI BER DEFEKT ~"
TYPE" ODER PROGRAMMSTOP GESETZT "JDO(10)<TYPE"=lt>
TYPE IJ GOTO PL6
TYPE lt+++ SCHREIBERAUSGABE ABGEBROCHENtt~ I





ORGANIZES FILING OF EVALUATED SPECTRA ON THE NORMAL FILES NORMI
Ta NORM10. (CASSETTE)
CALL: NOMORG(A~B)
A?1 Ta l13~ SPECTRA ON NORMI Ta NORMI13
A?11 TO 20~ SPECTRA ON NORMI Ta NORMI0~ ETC.
B= 1~ ROll ON CASSETTE FILE
B=2~ ·CASSETTE FILE Ta ROll
B=3~ CASSETTE FILE Ta ROI2
B=4~ 11.012 Ta CASSETTE FILE
DEFINE NOMORG<; REMARK 15.2.77 &
LOCAL X~ I
X=ARG( 1)
LSP 1: I F( LE(X~ 1013(3» GOTO LSP2
X=X-10013
GOTO LSPI
LSP2: IF(LE(X~ 1(0»GOTO LSP3
X=X-100
GOTO LSP2





IF(EQ(X~ 1» FILE="NORr11";GOTO LUt1
IF(EQ(X~2» FILE="NORM2"; GOTO LUM




I FC EQ(X~ 6» FI LE= "NORM6"; GOTO LUH
I F< EQ(XI 7» FILE="NORM7"; GOTO LUM
La: IF(EQ(X~S» FILE=';NORMS";GOTO LUM
IF<EQCX~9» FILE="NORM9";GOTO LUM
FI LE= "NORM 10"
LUM: $U(2);OPEN @FILE;IF(EQ(ARG(2)~13»GOTOLENDE




LUM0: COPY @FILE( 1): ROI 2; GOTO LENDE
LUM 1: COPY ROll: @FILE( 1)
$1(4);TYPE!~"+++ SPEKTR.NR."~ROI1(4)~"AUF FILE"
TYPES FI LE~" ABGELEGT. "I !; $F< 10); GOTO LENDE




ORGANIZES FILING OF EVALUATED S?ECTRA ON THE LONG-TERM FILES
LANG 1 TO LANG2S. (CASSETTE)
CALL: LANORG( A~ B>
A=l TO 2S~ S?ECTRA ON LANGI TO LANG2S
A>2S~ FILLING ON LANGl~ AT THE SAME TH1E THE VARIABLE Q(SS) IS SET=I.
9=1~ ROll ON CASSETTE FILE
B=2~ CASSETTE FILE Ta ROll
B=3~ CASSETTE FILE TO R012
B=4~ ROI2 ON CASSETTE FILE








IF(EQ(X:-~ 1» FILE="LANGl";GOTO LUM
IF(EQ(X~2» FILE="LANG2"lGOTO Lm1
L3: 1 F( EQ(X~ 3» FILE="LANG3"; GOTO LUL1
IF(EQ(X~4» FILE="LANG4";GOTO LUM
FI LE= "LAN GS "; Goto LUM
L6: IF(GT(X~7»GOTO L8
1 F( EQ(X~ 6» FILE="LANG6"; GOTO LUM
FILE="LANG7"JGOTO LUM
L8: IF<EQ(X~8» FILE="LANGS";GOTO LUM
IF(EQ(X~9» FILE="LANG9"JGOTO LUM





L13: IF(EQ(X~ 13» FILE="LANGI3"; GOTO LUM
IF(EQ(X~ 14» FILE= lfLANG14"JGOTO LU~'1
FILE="LANGlS"; GOTO LUM
L16: I F( GT(X~ 17» GOTO L 18
IF(EQ(X~ 16» FILE="LANGI6"JGOTO LUM
FILE="LANG 17"J GOTO LUM
L18: IF(EQ(X~ 18» FILE="LANGI8"JGOTO LUM
IF(EQ(X~ 19» FILE="LANG19"JGOTO LUM
FILE="LANG20"; GOTO LUM
L21: IF(GT(X~22»GOTO L23
IF(EQ(X~21» FILE="LANG21 tt JGOTO LUM
FILE="LANG22"J GOTO LUM
L23: I F< EQ(X~ 23» FILE="LANG23"J GOTO LUM








LUM0: COPY @FILE( 1) : RO I 2; GOTO LENDE
LUM1: COPY ROll:@FILE(1);Q(87)=0





ORGANIZES FIL!NG OF EVALUATED SPECTRA ON THE ALARM FILES ALARl TO
PLARS. (CASSETTE)
CALL: ALORG( A, B)
tFl TO S~ INITIATES ALARl TO ALARS
B= 1~ ROll ON ALARM Fl LE
B= 2, ALARM FI LE TO RO 11
B=3~ ALARM FILE TO ROI2
B=4~ RO I 2 ON ALARM FI LE




I F( EQ(X~ 1» FILE=tlALARl t1 ; GOTO LUM
I F( EQ(X~ 2» FILE= tlALAR2"; GOTO LUM
L3: IF(EQ(X~3» FILE= tlALAR3 t1 JGOTO LUM







LUMC2l: COPY iFl LE( 1) : RO 12; GOTO LENDE
LUM1: IF(GT(X,S» TYPEI~"+++ ALARMFILE VOLL"~ I
COPY ROll: iFILE( 1)
$I ( 2 ) ; TYPE ! ~ ..+ ++ SP EKTR• NR. tI ~ RO I 1 ( 4 b" AU F FI L E ..





ORGANIZES FILING OF THE CALIBRATION S?ECTRUM ON CASSETTE.
CAl.L: EIO!1.G(A)
A=1" ARRAY ElF ON CASSETTt FILE EicH0
A=2" CASETTE FILE TO ARRAY ELF
OEFINE EIORG<; REMARK 28.9.77 &
$U(3)JO?EN EICH0
1F( EQ( ARG( 1),,2» CO?Y EI CH0( 1): EI'FJ GOTO LEX
CO?Y EIF:EICH0( 1)J$l(4)JTY?EI,,''+++ EICHUNG NR.""EIF(S)
TY?E" AUF KASSETTE"" IJ $F< 10)
LEX: ERASE EI CH0>
SPORG
ORGANIZES S?ECTRUM FILING DURING THE DECAY MEASUREMENT ON THE
CASSETTE FILES S?1 TO S?12" S?1 TO SP7 ON UNIT3" S?8 TO SP12 ON UNIT2.
EACH FILE PROCESSES TWO RECORDS FOR ONE lK-S?ECTRUM EACH.
A=I TO 12" INITIATES FILES S?1 TO S?12
8=1 OR 2" RECORO I OR 2
0=1" ARRAY S?EK ON CASSETTE FILE
DEFINE S?ORG<J REMARK 26.9.77 &
LOCAL FX
FX=ARG( 1)




I F( EQ( FX" 5·» FL= "SP5"
I F( EQ( FX" 6) ) FL="S?6"
1F( EQ( FX" 7) ) FL:"SP7"
IF(EQ(FX,,8» FL="S?8"
I F( EQ( FX" 9) ) FL="S?9"
IF(EQ(FX" 10» FL="S?10"









CONVERTS EXPRESSIONS LIKE $TIME IN SECONDS
CALL: B=SEC(A)
DEFINE SEC<; REMARK 21.10.76 &
LOCAL SEC1,SEC2,SEC3,SEC4
SEC 1=( ARG ( 1) - I P( ARG ( 1) I 110 010) * 110 010) I 10




CONVERTS SECONDS IN EXPRESSIONS LIKE $TIME
CALL: B=TIME(A)















FORMATING ROUTINE FOR FLOATING OUTPUT
A= VARIABLE TO BE PRINTED OUT
Ba NUMBER OF SYMBOLS PRECEDING THE DECIMAL POINT
C= NUMBEROF SYMBOLS FOLLOWING THE DECIMAL POINT
DEFl NE FORM<': REMARK 29. 1 1~ 76 &
LO CAL. z. .. U.. V.. W
IFCGTC!PCARGCl» .. 10tARGC2)-I)+LTCARGCI) .. 0»GOTO F03
Z.=ARGCl)+10t-CARGC3)+I)
U=FP CZ. ) * 10 t AR GC3) .: $ I CAR GC2) >.: TY PE I PCZ. ) ..... "J W= 1
Fa I,: I FC EQC W.. ARG( 3) » GOTO FO 2
V=10tCARG(3)-W)
IFCLTCU .. V» W=W+IJGOTO FOl





PRINTS OUT THE HOUR
CALL: UHRAUSCA.. B)
A= AN EXPRESSION LIKE STIME
8=0.. HO UR AND MINUTE IS PRINTED OUT
Bai .. ADDITIONAL SECONDS ARE PRINTED OUT
DEFINE UHRAUS<': REMARK 4.2.77 &
LOCAL ZEIT
Z.EI T=ARGC 1) /100000
$F( 5)
IFCGECZ.EIT .. 10» SF(6)
IFCEQCIPCZEIT) .. 0» SF(4)
TYPE Z.EI T.... UHR"




IFCGECZ.EIT .. 10» 5F(5)
TYPE Z.EIT .... S"
UH REX: $ FC10 ) >
A42
DATAUS
PRINTS OUT DATE ~~D HDUR










TY PE! #Q( 6) #". "












TYPE" Z EI T : " # ZEI T # !
$F( 10»
DETKOF
CALCULATES THE EPSILON (E) DETECTOR COEFFICIENTS RELATED TO THE
ENERGIES ROI1(X+10) TO BE EVALUATED. THE VALUES CALCULATED ARE FILED
IN ROI I(X+5) ~~D DISPLAYED ON TELETYPE.
CALL: $U(3)JRUN DEKOF










ADVANCES THE DATE' 1F STIME>24ß0000" INCREMENTS QC 41>= SEQUENCE OF
CALIBRATION MEASUREMENTS" QCS7)= SEQUENCE FOR SPECTRUM FIL.ING ON
LONG-TERM FILE. REDUCES BY 24ß00ß0 THE VARIABL.ES QC 47>= SEQUENCE
OF MEASUREMENT AND QCSS)= STARTING DATE FOR THE NEXT DECAY MEASURE-
MENT. Q(100)<0 PREVENTS ADVANCING OF THE DATE.
CALL: DATKOR
Q(6)=DAY" Q(7)=MONTH" QCS)=YEAR
DEFINE DATKOR<; REMARK 5.10.77 &










































NEUJ: QC 7) = 1
Q(8)=QC8)+1




INITIATES THE INOIVIDUAL PROGRAMS BY MEANS OF DEC1..ARE SO THAT THE
?ROGRAM~ CAN BECAL1..EO EXC1..USIVE1..Y BY THEIR NAMES WITHOUT INOICATION
OF THE'UNIT NUMBER.
CAL.L.: $U(3);RUN INIT
DEFINE .INI<; REMARK 2.8.77 8.
$U(3);DEC1..ARE OATAUS~DATKOR~UHRAUS#MCLES#FAHR~TIME~SEC#COUNT#TAPE





L.OAOS DATA FI1..ES FROM CASSETTE INT THE ARRAYS ROll" ROI2 ANO Q.
CAL.L.: SU(3);RUN REMESS





COPY SAFI1..1C 1>: ROI 1J COPY SAFI1..2C 1): ROI 2; COPY DATFI1..C 1): Q
OEL.ETE REMESS;ERASE SAFI1..1"SAFI1..2"OATFI1..>
STORE
STORES THE ARRAYS ROll" ROI2 ANO Q ON CASSETTE FI1..ES.
CALL.: SU(3);RUN STORE
DEFINE STORE<; REMARK 2.5.77 8.
SU(3)
IFCEQCOEFCROIl># 1» OPEN SAFI1..1;COPY ROl1:SAFIL.1C l>lGOTO 1..51
TYPE!" uROl1 NI CHT 1M SPEI CHER# NI CHT AUF KASSETTE GEL.EGT I"
1..51: IFCEQCOEFCR012),l» OPEN SAFI1..2;COPY ROI2:SAFI1..2(1);GOTO 1..52
TYPE!" uROI 2 NI CHT 1M SPEI CHER, NI CHT AUF KASSETTE GE1..EGT!"
1..52: IFCEQCOEFCQ)#l» OPEN OATFI1..;COPY Q:OATFI1..(1);GOTO 1..53
TYPE!" uFE1..D Q NI CHT 1M SPEI CHER# NI CHT AUF KASSETTE GE1..EGT!"
1..53: IFCEQCOEFCROI 1)" 1» ERASE SAFI1..1
IFCEQCOEFCROI2),l» ERASE SAFIL.2




DIALOG PROGRAi1 FOR Cm1PLETE OR PARTIAL OUTPUT WITK ANY STEP \HDTH
OF THE ARRAY ROll" ROI2" ElF" SPEC" Q OR OF A ARRAY XX OF ANY LENGTH.
CALL: $U(3)JRUN AUSGAB
DEFINE AUSGAB<J REMARK 26.9.77 &
LO CAL A" B" C" D" K" L" X" Y" BMA:'{" NR" NAME
JWF: TYPEl,,"\O/ELCHES FELD SOLL AUSGEGEBEN WERDEN? "
READSC I) NAYiEJ Bl-1AX=300
lFeEQCNAt1E,,"XX"»GOTü F.EL
I FC EQC NAME" "SPEC"» GOTO, SPE
I Fe EQ(NAME" "ROI 1"» RENAl'1E ROll: FELDJ GOTO AUS
I Fe EQC NAME" "RO 12"» GOTO ROI
IF(EQCNA1'1E,,"Q"» RENAl'1E Q:FELDJB:1A:'{=100JGOTO AUS
I FC EQ(NA:1E" llEI F"» BMAX=200J GOTO EI CH
IFCEQ(NAl'1E,,"$"» $FC 10>JGOTO FEnT
TYPE1,,"FALSCHER FELDNAME 1 I"" lJGOTO ANF
SPE: IF(EQCDEFCSPEC)"I» RENA~1E SPEC:FELDJB~AX=10S4JG:)TOAUS
TYPE1,,"FELD SPEC NICrlT IN MASC.-1INE"" IJGOTO ANF
FEL: IF(EQCDEFCXX),,0»GOTO FELl
TYPE I" "FELDLAENGE ? 11 J READC 1) m1A.XJ REN.i\ME XX: FELDJ GOTO AUS
FELl: TYPEI"IlFELD XX NICHT DEFINIE:i.T"JGOTO ANF
EICH: IF(EQ(DEFCEIF),,0» DIMENS EIF(200)
EIORG(2)JRENk~E EIF:FELDJGOTO AUS
ROI: TYPEl", llWELcaER DATENFILE SOLL AUSGEGBEN WERDEN", NR=-I "" I
TYPE"BEDEUT ET KEI NEN DATENFI LE LADEN."" l" "NR ? "
READ( 1) NR
IF(LECNR,,0)*EQCDEF(ROI2),,0»GOTO ROI
IFCLECNR,,0» RENAME ROI2:FELDJGOTO AUS
IFCEQCDEFCROI2),,0» DIMENS ROI2(300)
NOMORGCNR,,3)JRENAME ROI2:FELDJGOTO AUS
ROI: TYPEI",".i<EIN DATENFELD IN t1ASCHINE."JGOTO ROI
AUS: TYPE"START BEI FELD NR. ? "JREADC I) A
TYPEIlENDE BEI FELD NR. ? "J READ( I) B
I FC GEC B" BMAX» B= BMA.X
TYPE"SC~RITTWEITE ? "JREADC 1) C
TYPE l" 1'" l" "FELD "J TYPES NAME
I Fe EQnJA:·1E" "SPEC") +EQCNAME" "XX") +EQCNA:1E", llQll» GOTO AU I
TYPE" SPE:KTRUM NR. "" $1 C4) +FELDC 4)
AU I: TYPE 1
AU2: I=0JD=AJ$ICS)JTYPEl" lJDOCS)<TYPE D"ll ";D=D+C>J$F( 10)
TYPEI
AU3: lFeGTCA"B» $FC 10)JGOTO RES
I FCEQCNAME" "ROI 1")+EQCNAME","ROI2"»GOTO AU01
GOTO AU0
PiJ01: K=59JL=61














I F( L. TC ABS e FEL.De A) )" 10t -7) *NE( FEL.De A)" 0) ) GOTO AU6
TYPE FEL.D( A)" " "l GOTO AU9




IF(L.TCABSCX)" 1» X=X*10JY=Y-1JGOTO AU7
$FC6>JTYPE X,," E"l$lC4>JTYPE y,," "l$F(10)
A=A+C;I=I+1;IFCL.TCI"S»GOTO AU3
GOTO AU2
TYPE' ; I FC EQ CNAME" "RO I 1"» RENAME FEL.D: RO I 1
I F( EQeNA~1E""SPEC"» RENAME FEL.D: SPEC
I Fe EQ(NAME, "RO I 2"» RENAME FEL.D: RO 12
I Fe EQCNAME" "Q"» RENAME FEL.?: Q
I F( EQC NAME" "EI F U » RENAME FEL.D; EI F





PROGRAM FOR CONVERTING THE CHANNEL POSITIONINTO THE ENERGY AND
VICE VERSA. THE PROGRAM CALCULATES WITH THE HELP OF THE CALIBRATION










\ Y=QC 10>.X*X+Q( 11>*X+Q( 12»
IFCEQCQC 10),,0)+EQCQC 11),,0»GOTO KEIN
TYPEI,,"ZULAESSIGE BEFEHLE AUF OIE FRAGE WAS",,!
TYPE I" "K "EINGABE DER KANALLAGE"
TYPE!,,"E "EINGABE DER ENERGIE"
TYPEI,,"$ "PROGRAMM BEENDEN"
TYPEI,,"WAS 1 ";READS(1) WAS
I FC EQC WAS" "K"» TYPE"KANALLAGE ? ,,; READC 1) x; GOTO KANL
I Fe EQC WAS" "E"» TYPE"ENERGI EIN KEV 1 "; READC 1) x; GOTO ENE
IFCEQCWAS,,"S"»GOTO EX
TYPE I" "FALSCHER BEFEHL I"; GOTO LOOP
ENERJ TYPE"ENERGI E = "" Y,," KEV"" lJ GOTO LOOP
KANAL; TYPE"KANALLAGE = "" Y" lJ GOTO LOOP









AUXIL1ARY PROGRAM FOR GENERATING A NEW CASSETTE FOR UN1T3. THE PROGRAM
OF UNI T3 ARE SORTED SY SORT IN AN OPTIMUM SEQUENCE SO THAT THE
LEAST POSSIBLE LOADING TIME lS REQUIRED WHEN CALLING THE PROGRAM.
!HE SEQUENCE CAN BE VARIED IN THE STARTING DIALOG.
CALL: $U( 1); RUN SORT
DEFINE SORT<; REMARK 29.9.77 &
DEFINE LOOK<
1F(EQ(DEF(X)~ 1» ERASE X
I Fe EQ( NAM;, "ALAR 1") + EQ( NAM~ "ALAR2"» K= 3013; CP 1; GOTO LO 1
I Fe EQ( NAM~ "ALAR3") + EQ( NAM~ "ALAR4"» K=31313; CP 1; GOT.O LO 1
1 Fe EQ(NAM~ "ALARS") ) K=3130; CPU GOTO LO 1
I F( EQ( NAM~ "SAFI LI") +EQ( NAM~ "SAFI L2"» K= 31313J CP2; GOTO LO 1
1 F( EQ( NAM~ "DATFI L "» K= 11313J CP2J GOTO LO 1
I F( EQ( NAM~ "EI CH13"» K= 21313; CP2J GOTO LO 1
I F ( EQ( NAM ~ "SPI" ) +EQ ( NAM ~ "S P 2 "» K=113 9 13 ~ CP 3; GO T0 L 0 1
1 F( EQ( NAM~ "SP3") +EQ( NAM~ "·SP4"» K= 1139 13J CP3; GOTO LO 1
IFeEQ(NAM~"SP5")+EQ(NAM~"SP6"» K=I1390JCP3;GOTO LOI




DI MENS X (K>J $U( 3); CREATE @NAM( K) JAPPEND X: @NAt1>
DEFINE CP2<
DIMENS X(K);$U(3)JCREATE @NAM(K)JAPPEND X:@N~l;ERASE 'NAM
$U( 2); OPEN @NAM; COPY @NAM( 1): X; ERASE @NAMJ $U( 3); OPEN iNAM
COPY X: @NAM( 1> >
DEFINE CP3<
DIMENS X<}{)J$U(3);CREATE @NAM(K);DO(2)<APPEND X:@NAl'1»
DEFINE UML<
$U(2);LOAD @NAMJ$U(3);SAVE @NAMJDELETE @NAM>
TYPE!~"NEUE }{ASSETTE IN UNIT *3~ ALTE KASSETTE IN UNIT 12" "
TYPE"DANN RETURNTASTE"~!;KBWAI T
TYPE"STARTDI ALOG ABINARTEN"~!
DIMENS A(I130);$U( I)JOPEN NAl'1FILJCOPY NAMFIL(I):AJI=13
L2: 1=I+UTYPE!~$I(2)+I~" "J$FeI0);TYPES A(!)
I F( NE( A( I) ~ "$"» GOTO L2
J=I;TYPE!~"REIHENFOLGERICHTIG? ";READS( I)FRAG
1 F( EQ( FRAG" "JA"» GOTO START
L4: TYPEI~"AENDERN=AJ EINFUEGEN=EJ STREICHEN=S"~I" "WAS ? "
READS(I)FRAG
TYPE"NR. ? "; READ( I) 1
1 Fe EQ( FRAG~ "S"» DO (J -1) < A( 1 ) =A( 1 + 1)J 1= 1+ 1>; J =J - 1; GOTO LS
TYPE"NANE ? ,,; READS( 1)NAM
I Fe EQ( FRAG" "A"» A( I) =NAMJ GOTO LS
A49
K=JJDOeJ-1+1)<AeK+l)=AeK)JK=K-l>JAe1)=N~~JJ=J+l
LS: TYPEI" It ALLES O.X. ? ItJREADSe I)FRAG
IFeNE(FRAG" ItJAIt » GOTO L4
TYPEI"ItNOCHMAL LISTEN? It;READS(l)FRAG
IF(EQ(FRAG"ltJAIt » 1=0JGOTO L2
START: I=0JTYPEI" ltLAUFZE1T CA 2,,5 STUNDENIt" I
COPY A: NAMFI L( 1)
SI: 1=1+1JNAM=ACI)
I Fe NE ( NAM" It $ It » L 00 KJ GO TOS 1
TYPEI"ItFILE COPY TESTIt" IJDIMENS R01 1(300)J$Ue3);LOAD ALORG
I=1JDO(S)<ALORGn"l);I=I+l>;DELETE ALORG;ERASE ROll
DIMENS SPEK( 1090)J1=1;$Ue3);LOAD SPORG
PO(7)<SPORGCI"1,,1);TYPEl,,I,,1t ";SPORGCI,,2,,1);TYPE IJI=I+l>
TY PE I ; EX I T>
FILTES
PERFORMS A FILE COPY TEST FOR A NEWLY STARTED CASSETTE OF UNIT2.
CALL: $U( 1);RUN FILTES
DEFINE FILTES<; REMARK 10.10.77 &
TYPEl,,"FILE-COPY-TEST FUER KASSETTE ONDAT1" LAUFZEIT CA. 35 MIN"" I
DI :1ENS SPEK( 1090) J $U( 3); LOAD SPORG; I =8; TYPE!
$U(2)JOPEN SP8"SP9"SPI0"SPll"SPI2
DOeS)<SpORGCI"I,,1);TYPE I,,1t ItJSPORGCI,,2,,1);TYPE I" !;I=I+l>
TYPE"FILE SP8 BIS SP12 O.K ... ,,!,,!
ERASE SPEKJ DELETE SPORGJ DU1ENS ROI 2( 300); $ue 3) J LOAD NOMORGJ 1=1
$U( 2) J OPEN NORM I" NORM2" NORM3" NOR.'14" NOR!15" NORM6 .. :-JORM7" NO HM8" NORM9" NOR."110
DO( 10)<NOMORG<I .. 3)JTYPE I" !JI=I+l>
TYPEltFILE Noml1 315 NORl'110 O.K. It ,,!,,!
DELETE NOMORGJ$U(3)JLOAD Lfu~ORGJI=1
$UC 2) J OPEN LANG I" LANG2 .. LANG3 .. LANG4 .. LANG5 .. LANG6" LAN G7" LAN G8 .. LAN G9 ..'LANG 10
OPEN LANG 11" LANG 12 .. LANG 13" LAN G14" LAN GIS" LA.1\J G16" LAN G17 .. LANG 18 .. LANG 19
OPEN LANG20"LANG21"LANG22"LMJG23"LANG24 .. LANG25
IX)(2S)<LANORGCI,,3)JTYPE I" lJI=I+l>












































































(J08); 1 WACH I
T T LANoRa
(()(5") , I)
FAHR (0) 0(78) =3





























































































































( 10,0) Q(58)' 0
I 1
.~FAHR (3) yesWACH
prog. EiCh~~1 I abgebrac
I'1CACOL




~ PLOT(0(61),1) a(81 -0 II I erasearray
a (42).0(9) erase ElF
Q(S9)- , WACH array IIF(Z()()}-Q(15 ElF
I T I TA PE (I)
comput,
end of









Q(44~? 1 u. yes
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Example: Startingdialog (Operator input underliried)
*ONGAM ~
ONGA1'1 VERS. 01.77 I 16K





DATUM illJD UHRZEIT RICHTIG? NEIN
DATUM EHJGEBEN
TAG ?g
MONAT? (IN ZIFFERN EINGEBEN) 2
JAHR 11978 ' .
UHRZEIT EI~JGEBEN. STUNDE 12-
NACH EINGABE DER MINUTBJ~ AUF VOLLE MINUTE
MIT RETURN-TASTE STARTEN!
MINUTE 134









ZUR QUADRATISCHfN EICHt~G VERWENDET
fOLGENDE PEAKS WERDEN UEBERWACHT.
,AM 241 59.5371300 KEV
SE 75 96. 7311000 KEV
SE 75 121.15000 KEV
SE 75 136.00121013 KEV
SE 75 264.56100 KEV
SE 75 279.52700 KEV
SE 75 303.91100 KEV
SE 75 412113.64400 KEV
VERN. 511.00000 KEV
CS 137 661.63000 KEV
Y 88 897.981211210 KEV
CO 60 1173.220121 KEV
CO 60 1332.501210 KEV
Y 68 1836.1100 KEV
SOLLE:J AENDERUNGEN BEZUEGLICH DER EICHLIN!E~J BZW. DER ZU
UEBERWACHENDEN PEAKS VORGENOMMEN WERDEN ? ~
C2
ZULAESSIGE BEFEHLE AUF DIE FRAGE WAS
I 8EtNGABE
V .IVE;RSCHIEBEN VON FENSTERN
A .lAUSGABE
L .I LOESCHEN VON FP~ STERN
E 8EICHLINIEN SETZEN
U 8UEBERTRAG VON ROll NACH ROI2
$ 8Dl ALOG BEEN DEN
WAS ? A.
VON FENSTER NR. _1
BI S FEN STER NR. 12.
ABUNDANZ NEGATIV: PEAK v,fIRD NICi:ITZUR SVMl1ENEILDUNG VERWENDET
FENSTERBREITE NEGATIV: PEAK WIRD NICHT ZVR 'DRIFTKONTROLLE VERWENDET
1--------------------------------------------------------~-------------I
I FENSTER NR. I NUCLID I ENERGIE I H\vZ I ABUNDANZ I FENS. BREI T. I
I----------------------------------------------------------------------1
I 1.0"0010100 I AM 241 I 59.53710010 I 432.9Y I 35.910010010 I -10.10001000 I
I 2.0000000 I SE 75 I 96.730000 I 12G.4D I .16e00ß00 I -110.000000 I
I ·3.0000000. I SE 75 I 121ol500ß I 120.4D I 6.201000100 I -12.ee00C0 I
I . 4.000001010 I SE 75 I 136.00000 I 120.4D I 55.600000 I -12.000000 I
I 5.0000000 I SE 75 I 264.56100 I 1212.4[: I 59.1~10000 I - 14. rz 10 000 e. I
I 6·000010010 I SE 75 I 279.52700 I 120.4D I 25. 0'100000 I -14.0000100 . I
I 7.10100001010 I SE 75 I 303.911010 I 12e.4D I 1.36000010 I -14.0eCH}ee I
I 8.00000100 I SE 75 I 400.644100 I 120.4D I 12.40001010 I -14.0100000 I
I 9.010100000 I VEmJ. I 511.00000 I xxxxxx I 1.0000000 I -14.000000 I
I 10.000000 I CS 137 I 661.63000 I 30.5Y I 85. 1001000 I -14.1000000 I
I 11.0010000 I Y 88 I 897.98000 I 107.4[: I 91.4000~~ I 2~.~00000 I
I 12.0~~00~ I CO 6~ I 1173.2200 I 5.2.7Y I 99.0001000 I -16.010001010 I
I 13.0100000 I CO 60 I 1332.5000 I 5.27Y I 99. 10012100 I -16.000000 I
I 14.0000010 I Y 88 I i836.1100 I 107.4D I 99.400000 I -14.1O~0000 I
I 15.0100121010 I @@@@@@ I 0.0001211000 I @@@ö@@ I 0.000000ß I @@@@@@ I
1----------------------------------------------------------------------1
WAS ? :L
VON FENSTER NR. 14




SOLL ENERGI E EINGEGEN WERDEN ? ~
EN ER GI EIN KEV 14 EIZ •
HALBWERTSZEIT 1726'Y9
ABtlN DA.!\] Z 11
FEN ST ERBREI TE KA."J AEL E ? 14
SOLL DIESER PEAK ZUR DRIFfUEBEP.WACHt~G VERw~~DET WERDEN? NEIN
SOLL DIESER PEAK ZUR SUMMENBILDt~G VERWENDET WERDEN? NEIN
C3
'<lAS ? A
VON FENSTER NR. 1
BI S FEN STER NR. 15
ABUNDANZ NEGATIV: PEAK vJIRD NICET ZUR SUM!'1ENBILDttNG VERwDIDET
FENSTERBREITE NEGATIV: PEAK wIRD NICHT ZUR DRIFTKONTROLLE VERWENDET
I----------------------------------------------------------------------1
I FENSTER NR. I NtTCLID I El\T ERGI E I HWZ I ABUNDP.."lZ I FENS.EREIT.I
1------------------------------------------------------------------~-I
I 1.1301301313e I AM 241 I 59.5370löe I 432.9Y I 3 ~'. 901Ze130 I -11Z.0eefZ013 I
I 2.0000000 I SE 75 I 96. 730lZ00 I 120.L~D I • 160e00lZlZ I -1(:.0e001312 I
I 3.13012e'(013 I SE 75 I 121el50lZ0 1 120.4D 1. 6.2e:0lZelZ13 I -12. 0e,e~}00 1
I 4.0160000121 I SE 75 I 136.0lZ000 I 1213.4D I 55.60e0e0 I -12.0000ee I
I 5.0000000 I SE 75 ,1 264.56100 I 120.4D 1 59. 100ee0 I - 14 ofMi:HiHo 00 I
I 6.0lZ13e000 I SE 75 I 279.52700 I 120.4'D I 25.00lZe00 I -14.13013001Z I
I 7.00130000 1 $E 75 I 303.911013 I 120.4D I 1.361200e,0 I -14. 00131Z1313 1
I 8.00000130 I SE 75 1 4130.64400 I 120.4D 1 12. 4 000 00, I -14.12131301313 1
I 9.1000130013 I VEmJ. 1 51 1. 013000 1 XXXXXX I 1.01300000 1 -14'.000rz00 I
I 1rz. 0,10 000 13 I CS 137 I 6E.l.6300lö I 30.5Y I 85. 112001316 I -14.00Nj00 I
I 1~.0eJ0eJ00 I Y 88 I 897.9S1Z01l I 1107. llD I 9 1. 4eJ0'H~eJ I ,20.0lö0001l I
I 12.C00cce r CO (f7 I ' 1173. ~zzc T s. 27"':' .I 99.ce0eee I _ Ir.'" r;< f"' r (0'. ('f."'. ... ••. ~ .~~. N ... '- •...-
I 13.0010000 I CO 60 I 1332.~efZ0 1 5.27Y I 99.1lOee:e0 1 -16.eJeJlO00e I
I 14.000000 I K 4e I 11160.eJ0eJ0 I 1.26Y9 I - 1 1. 010010010 I -14.00100100 I
I 15.1010100010 I Y 88 I 1636.1100'1 107.4D I 99.400000 I -14.0000013 I
I----------------------------------------------------- ----------------~I
lilAS ? $
EPS 1 :: 1.3652611
EPS 2 :: 1.43111618
EPS 3 :: 1.4735532
EPS 4 :: 1.4983144
EPS 5 :: 1.6636638
EPS 6 :: 1. 6748676
E?S 7 :: 1.6886589
EPS 8 :: 1.6862577
EPS 9 :: 1.5844900
EPS 10 :: 1.35766109
EPS 11 :: 1.10183598
EPS 12 :: .765101155
EPS13 :: .67261714
EPS 14 :: .6.1742981
EPS15 :0: .51409527
C4
SOLLE~'J DIE PROGP..N1~1STEllEEDATEN GELISTET T.np'r;E~J· 7 Jt...
Ff1.0GRAW1 STARTET MIT FOLGF',JDEN l~rERTE:J:
NR. 1ß.

















BEI EI~JEP. DEI FT DES SFEKTRUt·1S tTJ'1 MEHR ALS 2 l{A"JAELE
l.JIRD EHJE EICHt-1ESSD:'JG DURCHGEFUEHRT ,
SPAETESTDJ S ALLE 1 TAGE t.]I RD EI~J E EI CHHESSUN G DURCHGEFUEHRT







AUSGABEFOLGE WAEHREND MESSPAUSE= 7200.0000 S
GWI FUER XOLLIMATOR-STEUERVNG= 300.00000 COUNTS/S
GT,'l2 FUER }{OLLH1ATOR-STEtTERlN G= 3 000. ~H300 COtNTS/S
Gi., FUER ABl{LINGMESSlN G= 2.0000000 Mv';
GEOMETRI EFAKTOREN FUER Dl E XOLLH1ATOR- STELLUNGEN'
NR. 66. STELLUNG 1 1.0.000'000
NR. 67. STELLUNG 2 1.0000000
NR. 68. STELLUNG 3 1.12000000
NR. 97. VOLUME!'J= 1.0000000 CCM
BEI FOLGEr'JDEN ABWEI CHU"J GEN vH RD SON DERt>1ESSUN G GESTARTET.
NR. 83. REAKTORLEISTUNG: 20.000000 %
NR. 84. PRAEZIPITATOR-ZAEHLRATE: 50.000000 %
NR. 99. BAND NR. = 648G01
SIND DIE GELISTETE:,J DATEJ RICHTIG? NEIN
WELCHE DATEN SOLLE!'J GEAENDERT WERDHJ ?
AVF DIE FRAGENR... OB1GE::JE. Eli\JTIPPH.J.. CA"JN RETurN.
AUF D1 E FRAGE WERT .. :J EUHJ lllEF1.T EIN GEEEN.. DNIN RETURN.














DAS NAECHSTE SPEKTRUM ERHAELT DI E NR. 94
DIE NAECHSTE EICHt1ESSUNG ERHAELT DIE NR. 9
RICHTIG 7 ~
MI T tilELCHER SPEKTRUXS ~R. SOLL BEGONN'EN WERDE.."J 7 94
WELCHE ~R. SOLL DIE NAECHSTE EICHMESSl~G ERHALTEN 7· ~




BAND NR. 648G01 RICHTIG? 41i
SOLLEN PROGRAMMSTEUERDATEN GEAENDERT WERDEN 7~
ACHTtT~1 GI
VOR START CHECK 111 DURCH FUEHRE-1" DANt'1 RETllmlTASTE
RESTART LAEUFT 1001017.0
